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I. INTRODUCTION 

This is the ninth semi-annual report issued by the Monitoring Team (MT}. It covers the 
monitoring activities that took place during this reporting period and in the months prior. This 
report provides an overview of both administrative and operational issues. It describes the MT's 
observations on progress of Los Angeles County and the Los Angeles County Sheriff's 
Department (LASD or the Department} in meeting the requirements of their Settlement 
Agreement (SA) 1 with the US Department of Justice (DOJ} for the Antelope Valley (AV}. This 
report focuses primarily on work undertaken between July and December 2019. 

Key accomplishments of this reporting period included the MT and Parties working together to 
plan and conduct the second AV-wide Community Survey, further efforts to ensure AV deputies 
participate in regular and meaningful engagement activities with AV community members, and 
finalizing and implementing new station- and division-level Accountability processes. The MT 
conducted another use-of-force audit-one of the most serious, Category 3 use of force-and 
began work on a second audit of the Department's investigations of public complaints. The MT 
continued to regularly interact with the AV Community Advisory Committees (CACs}, receiving 
feedback and providing technical assistance. The MT also continued to track deputy attendance 
at LASD trainings and deputy receipt of SA-required policies. The MT provided the Department 
with results of the LASO-AV deputy survey conducted in the last reporting period and with the 
initial findings from its review of Department Stops data entry procedures and Stops data. The 
Parties also instigated comprehensive data analysis to be conducted by an independent 
researcher for the purpose of identifying and responding to any disparities in Stops and related 
outcomes. This report covers progress in these areas along with discussions of how this work fits 
into the broader context of achieving the SA's objectives. 

During this reporting period, the MT and Parties fin~lized compliance metrics associated with 
another four sections of the SA. Some of these metrics are straightforward and are assessed by, 
for instance, tallying the number of deputies who received a training or checking to be sure 
complaint forms are available at various public locations. Others are more complex, requiring 
not only quantitative assessment but qualitative judgments about the nature, quality, and 
consistency of broad-based outcomes such as equity in law enforcement activity or the 
institutionalization of new attitudes and practices. The Parties assess these metrics using 
information gleaned from multiple sources such as MT and LASD audits, data and document 
reviews, interviews, observations, and consultation with independent experts. This approach will 
need to facilitate patterns of practice that the SA anticipated would continue long past the 
termination of the SA while, in the meantime, not holding the Department to undue oversight 
and expense. While the Parties always try to minimize the burden of SA-required activities, the 
efforts on the part of all LASO personnel to meet and maintain SA compliance while continuing 
their regular daily work can be taxing and will require continued vigilance and encouragement 
from Department management and supervisors to succeed. 

1Settlement Agreement, No. CV 15-03174, United States v. Los Angeles County et al. (D.C. Cal. Apr. 28, 2015). 
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In addition to the onsite in July 2019, the Monitors and members of the MT and DOJ were in Los 
Angeles at LASO offices and at various locations in the AV for multiday onsite work in 
September 2019. Multiple other onsite meetings were held with smaller groups through the 
six-month reporting period. The MT acknowledges that these site visits and meetings require a 
significant effort on the part of the Compliance Unit and station personnel, the CACs and other 
community members, and LASO managers who participate. The MT appreciates the cooperation 
and hospitality they have experienced. 

For more information about the composition of the MT and the processes by which the MT, 
DOJ, LASO, and community members work together to bring about the reforms required by the 
SA, see the appendices. 

In the past six months, LASO continued to provide AV personnel with full-day trainings and roll 
call training modules for co'nstitutional policing, bias-free policing, and Fair Housing Act (FHA} 
enforcement. LASO also continued work to improve deputy Stops data collection and started to 
implement new accountability processes. The Department participated in earnest in the 
administration of the deputy survey and the new community survey with expanded outreach. 
The Department and, in particular, the Compliance unit, also continued to work with the Parties 
and MT on developing in-service training for community engagement and community policing. 
The Compliance Unit also facilitated an encouraging meeting between the Monitors and the 
LASO Audit and Accountability Bureau (AAB) regarding the Department's SA-related audits. 

The Monitor acknowledges the hard work of many individuals in the AV stations in supporting 
the reforms required by the SA. We understand that the staff serving in the AV are under 
particular scrutiny and have an expanded workload compared to their peers in other stations. 
We appreciate their progress as a collective and hope that, with the reform efforts implemented, 
AV stations will set the bar for the rest of the Department as an example of best policing in Los 
Angeles. 

Further, a significant workload falls on personnel outside of the AV, most specifically the 
Compliance Unit. The MT appreciates their attention to detail and dedication to this effort. The 
Office of County Counsel continued involvement has also proven to be essential for progress, 
particularly with all the staffing changes in the Department. The working relationship between 
the Department, DOJ team members, and the MT continues to be conducive to meeting the 
goals of the SA and making important improvements to law enforcement services in the AV. 
These reforms are critical to strengthening relationships between law enforcement and citizens 
in the AV. 

This work will not be sustainable without the tireless advocacy and information sharing from the 
community. The MT values the ongoing work of the members of the Palmdale and Lancaster 
CACs and the time and effort they give to their responsibilities as an important link between the 
Department and the broader AV community. Further, the MT appreciates all AV community 
members who participate in meetings despite their sometime-inconvenient times and locations, 
the individuals who lend their voices to the community survey and recruit their neighbors to 
participate, and all those who continue the critical effort of holding the MT, DOJ, and LASO 
accountable for carrying out the mandates of the SA. 
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The Antelope Valley Settlement Agreement: Summary 

The Antelope Valley Settlement Agreement (SA) was established between the US DOJ, Civil Rights 
Division; the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department (LASO); and the County of Los Angeles and was 
filed with the US District Court for the Central District of California in April 2015. (DOJ, LASO, and the 
County together are referred to as the Parties.) The purpose of the SA is to ensure that residents of the 
AV have police services that are lawful and fully consistent with the Constitution of the United States 
and contemporary policing practices. The SA specifically identifies, as individual sections, a variety of 
reforms and objectives to be met by LASO in the AV related to: Stops, Seizures, and Searches; Bias-Free 
Policing; Enforcement of Section 8 Compliance; Data Collection and Analysis; Community Engagement; 
Use of Force; Personnel Complaint Review; and Accountability. The SA also stipulates that a 
professional monitor be selected to track and assess LASD's progress in implementing and achieving 
compliance with the SA, work with the Parties to address obstacles to achieving compliance, and report 
on the status of implementation to the Parties and the Court. As per Paragraph 171 of the SA between 
the Parties, the Monitor submits a semi-annual report (every six months); the first of these was issued in 
December 2015. 

The AV lies in the northeast comer of the County of Los Angeles and includes two cities-Lancaster and 
Palmdale-and several unincorporated communities spread across hundreds of square miles. LASO 
provides law enforcement services in the unincorporated areas of the AV as well as via contracts with 
Palmdale and Lancaster. An LASO station serves each city, with law enforcement activities for the 
surrounding areas roughly split between the two. 

II. SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT COMPLIANCE 

Much of the SA involves developing or revising policies, procedures, or training; putting into 
place various processes (such as a plan for ensuring new AV deputies receive training); and 
striving to more effectively engage community organizations and entities such as the CACs. This 
work is usually done collaboratively among the Parties and the MT, with documentation of the 
change (new policy, revised training, etc.) eventually being formally submitted to the MT and 
DOJ for approval. Gaining that approval would seemingly indicate that the Department is now 
"in compliance" with that provision. However, while it does represent a crucial step forward, the 
Department is at the stage that may be considered only in partial compliance (or "policy 
compliance"). This is because, in most cases, there are more steps involved before the 
Department reaches full implementation (SA paragraph 20, see below) and, thus, full 
compliance. 

An approved policy must be distributed to every deputy according to SA-required procedures 
and, as necessary, incorporated into training curricula. An approved training curriculum will 
require documentation that appropriate personnel have received the training. Most importantly, 
each of the established improvements-for instance, the policies and trainings-will need to be 
found to perform or work in the real world. That is, they are then assessed through such MT 
activities as reviews, audits, interviews, observation, and data analysis to establish whether they 
are successfully reflected in law enforcement practices and achieve the intended qualitative and 
quantitative impacts on the AV community. 
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Changes to policy and practice must also be incorporated into LASD-AV's Accountability 
practices. The reviews, an~lyses, studies, and audits that the SA requires LASD to conduct must 
use appropriate methodologies; and, in turn, their findings must be used effectively to inform
policies and practices. 2 In some cases, the SA requires ongoing improvement in the delivery of 
services (SA paragraph 15). Finally, this level of performance must be sustained for one year to 
reach full and effective compliance and to satisfy the terms of the SA (paragraph 205). 

This process of achieving compliance is laid out in various provisions of the SA, especially 
through the following paragraphs. 

• .Paragraph 20. Implementation is defined as "the development or putting 
into place of a policy or procedure, including the appropriate training of 
all relevant personnel, and the consistent and verified performance of that 
policy or procedure in actual practice." What is meant by "consistent and 
verified performance" is to be laid out in each SA section's compliance 
metrics. 

• Paragraph 205. The terms of the SA will have been met when "the County 
has achieved full and effective compliance with the Agreement and 
maintained such compliance for no less than one year." 

• Paragraph 15. Full and effective compliance means "achieving both 
sustained compliance with all material requirements of this Agreement 
and sustained and continuing improvement in constitutional policing and 
public trust, as demonstrated pursuant to the Agreement's outcome 
measures." 

Compliance metrics or measures represent the specific quantitative and qualitative criteria by 
which the MT will assess full compliance with each SA provision. The written metrics, most of 
which are now finalized, mirror the language of the SA, but they also ensure the Parties and MT 
agree on how the SA language translates into workable and measurable standards for LASO-AV 
policy and practice and for assessing compliance. 

This report addresses SA provisions where the MT considers the Department to be in 
compliance or to have made substantial progress toward compliance. Also discussed are 
provisions that require additional work, with emphasis on those that will likely require 
substantial time and resources for the Department to come into compliance or for the MT to 
effectively assess levels of compliance. When possible, this report also summarizes the sequence 
of activities and steps the Department must take to achieve full compliance. 

2 Paragraph 171 b gives a summary of the stepwise process toward compliance. Most provisions of the SA need to be 
"(1) incorporated into policy; (2) the subject of sufficient training for all relevant LASO deputies and employees; 
(3) reviewed or audited by the Monitor to determine whether they have been fully implemented in actual practice, 
including the date of the review or audit; and (4) found by the Monitor to have been fully implemented in practice." 
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Ill. WORK TO DATE 

This section of the report provides detailed descriptions of the work performed to date by LASD, 
DOJ, and the MT to ensure the requirements of the SA are fulfilled, concentrating primarily on 
those activities undertaken or completed during the past six months (July through 
December 2019). The report discusses MT observations related to the goals, scope, and nature 
of the work; issues and obstacles that have arisen during the work; MT findings; and evaluative 
observations that have been discussed with the Department. LASD's progress toward 
compliance with each section of the SA is delineated along with steps toward compliance still to 
be addressed. 

As in prior semi-annual reports, one major section of the SA-Data Collection and Analysis-is 
not addressed separately. The concepts and activities for Data Collection and Analysis overlap 
significantly with those for the other sections of the SA, and the work done on this thus far is 
best understood within the context of those sections; therefore, these discussions are 
embedded as appropriate. Finally, some SA paragraphs are discussed in more than one section 
of this report because they address more than one area of AV policing. For example, paragraph 
51 concerns constitutional Stops and Searches, Section 8 Compliance, and bias-free policing. 
Similarly, "accountability" is addressed throughout the SA, not only in the Accountability section. 

A. Stops, Seizures, and Searches 

The SA provisions describe the way in which LASD-AV deputies must conduct and document 
investigative Stops, detentions, and Searches. These provisions also detail many of the ways 
Department supervisors and managers must document, track, review, and assess these practices. 
The introduction to Stops, Seizures, and Searches summarizes the overall goals of this section. 

LASD agrees to ensure that all investigatory Stops, Seizures, and Searches are 
conducted in accordance with the rights, privileges, or immunities secured or 
protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States. LASD shall ensure that 
investigatory Stops and Searches are part of an effective overall crime prevention 
strategy, do not contribute to counter-productive divisions between LASD and the 
community, and are adequately documented for tracking and supervision purposes 
(SA page 7). 
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The MT is encouraged that lASD-AV has indi:cated that it is adopting "the Community Oriented 
Policing Services (COPS) methodologies' ' and that it employs the "Scanningi, Anal:ysis, Response, 

Assessment (SARA) problem solving modet" 3 Implementing these articulated community 
polidngi plans and strategies are paramo unt to implementing reforms required in the SA, 
espedaUy the Stops . Bias Free, Community Engagement, and AccountabHity sections. It is, 
expected that these strategies and the ir methodologies will be refliecte.d in areas such as 
training, supervisio,nl Department and startiion mana9ement, CA( and community involvement, 
and the statiions ' overall ! crime prevent ion strategies. Effective applkation of these strategie ,s 
should be expected of all personneJ via their performance evaluations. LASO has not yet 
integrated these strategies, but the · MIT will continue to support the Department in their efforts 

to embrace these approaches so that the effectiveness of its crime enforcement aind prevention 
activities in the AV, includiing Stops, Sealiches, and Seizures as well as Bias-Free Policing and 

Community Engagement, can be better measured. 

1. Activities i1n This Period 

a. Constitutional Policing Training 

LASD continued to provide the Co.nstitutional Policing, training for LASD deputies assigned to 

the AV stations. Thi1s training is critical as it establishes a shared understanding o.f expectations 
and practice for alll LASO-AV deputie ,s as they provide law enforcement services to the AV 

community. This training was prev iously approved by the MT, DOJ, and LASD to meet SA 
traiining requirements for Stops, Se,izures, and Searches. 

Training compliance percenta,gies aire me,as:ured cumulatively. At the time of the last semi'-annual 
report, ILASD-AV had reached comp liance in this area based on the tentatively agrned -upon 

standard that requires at lleast 95% of alll currently assigned and available personnel be trained 

in constitutional policiing practiices. The bulk of AV deputies have already taken this full-day 

training; as of the llast semi-annual report ,. 182 from Palmdale and 196 from Lancaster. The 

Department now provides the training to previously unavailable or newly assigned personnel on 
an ongoing basis. The training continues to be well attended and wel received by deputies, and' 

the, deputy's evaluation of the courses continue , to be overwhelmingly positive .. Dming th is 

reporting period, one se.ssion of the Constitutional Policing Trainiin9 was offered, on Au9ust 23, 

2019,, with 41 students in attendance. 

3 See LASO Antelope Valley Stations'Crime Prevention&' Community Engagemrmt Strategies 2018 Report, pages 13-14. 
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Based on the MT's verification of training rosters, Palmdale was found to be in compliance as of 
the third quarter with 97.9% of their available deputies trained; Lancaster was found to be in 
compliance with 98.0% of their available deputies trained. 4 Per tentative compliance metrics 
agreed to by the Parties, LASO is required to offer the training twice per year. The next 
presentation of the course will take place in the first half of 2020. 

b. Quarterly Roll Call Training for Constitutional Policing, Bias-Free Policing, and Housing 

SA paragraph 71 states, J'LASD-AV will conduct roll call trainings at least quarterly to emphasize 
the importance of preventing discriminatory policing. These roll call sessions will include 
scenario-based discussions of real and hypothetical situations." "Roll call" refers to the daily 
briefing deputies receive at the start of each of their shifts. As described in previous semi-annual 
reports, these roll call trainings are the primary way LASO reminds deputies of the key concepts 
and expectations covered in the full-day Constitution Policing and Bias-Free Policing Training 
sessions. These are important because knowledge of Bias-Free Policing practices, the FHA, and 
related SA requirements to prevent discriminatory policing are widely regarded as perishable 
skills that require constant reinforcement as well as updates regarding any changes in case law 
or policy. 

Illustrating LASD's commitment to ensure adequate trainers are available for roll call training 
sessions, Train-the-Trainer courses took place November 7 and 8, 2019, with invited sergeants 
who would then teach the roll call sessions to the deputies. The train-the-trainer and deputy roll 
call training courses were approved previously by the Parties and MT. 

During the roll call sessions, deputies are presented with a scenario followed by a series of 
written questions and discussion regarding the legality of taking action were those situations to 
arise in their work in the field. The sessions are facilitated by a trained sergeant or lieutenant, 
and the content for each roll call session was described in the Eighth Semi-Annual Report 
(June 2019). The roll call sessions are offered year-round with two scenarios having been 
presented in each of the first three quarters of the year, and one scenario in the fourth quarter. 

4 Compliance percentages for full-day trainings are calculated by dividing the total number of currently assigned 
deputies who have been trained by the total number of deputies assigned to the AV 2IlQ. available at the time of the 
current training. 
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LASO offered the roll call training sessions on a quarterly basis beginning January 31, 2019, and 
the MT was able to observe several roll call trainings at each station. The training sessions were 
acceptable and delivered as agreed upon by the Parties. When smaller numbers of deputies 
were present, the MT observed, less interaction took place between the deputies and facilitator; 
some facilitators were more skilled at engaging deputies than others. Although not required for 
compliance, the MT recommends LASO set a goal of four deputies minimum at each roll call 
training to encourage better participation. The facilitators should ask open-ended questions and 
draw upon the experiences of the deputies to emphasize key concepts. Although not required, 
to avoid the roll call trainings becoming stale, MT encourages the Department to utilize fresh 
training vignettes to better engage the deputies on these topics. The MT also recommends that 
LASO consider creating additional questions for use in future sessions, especially questions that 
ground the training as much as possible in both the history of the SA and current issues and 
trends. The MT sent LASO a memo outlining these opportunities for improvement and discussed 
them with the Compliance Unit. 

The MT observed one roll call training on Constitutional Policing at Lancaster Station on 
September 18, 2019, as the afternoon shift started. Only three deputies attended the training. 
This was understandable, given a large emergency call for service earlier in the day to which 
many deputies immediately reported instead of attending the briefing. Also, many of the 
station's deputies had already received the same training in previous roll calls. The training 
covered a scenario addressing "Preventing Discriminatory Policing" (Scenario F of the 
Constitutional Policing training}. Even though the deputies were not particularly engaged, the 
Sergeant who conducted the training did well; his approach worked for the circumstances. The 
response from the deputies did not suggest they were familiar with the material being 
presented, an observation that emphasizes the need for conducting these refresher trainings. 
This is important as these sessions have the potential to serve as effective reminders of the more 
detailed trainings that have been provided and help to emphasize thatjust as the deputies are 
about to commence their tour of duty. 
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While each deputy attends the fulll-day training 1s just once 1 the roll call trainings are provided on 
,m ongoing basis.5' Table 1 shows that the Mrs . attendance verification of the roU call training 
sessions to1 date showed lASD met the training requirements for the first quarter and third 
quarter of 20119, but failed to mee,t the required training percentages in the second quarter of 
2019. l he shortfalls in the second quarter were concentrated at one station, with 58.9% of 
Palmdale deputies attending the Preventing Discriminatory Policing Exercise Croll call training 
and 58.9% of Pallmdale deputies attending 1 the Preventing Discriminatory Policing Exercise D roll 
call training. , In discussions with the Compllianc,e Unit, the MT was informed that the lapse in 
compliance was the result of a transition of leadership at the Palmdale station tha1t resulted in 
the vacancy of the operations lieutenant. The Monitors underscore that station staffing 
vacancies are a si1gnificant barrier to compliance. LASO has indicated they anticipate this 
problem wOII be corrected in subsequent quarters. The MT also noted several shortcomings in 
the· Department's documentation of these trainings, including: (1) the training rosters appea1red 
to be completed by one person, lacking the signatures of each deputy, and (2) these were not 
provided to the MT in a time,ly manner. To maintain compliance, LASO must show they can 
adequaitely track training at the rroll call! sessions; particularly at the Palmdale Station. 

--

Table 1 

Quarterly Roll Call Training Sessions 

AV STATION 1st Quarter 2019 2nd Quarter 2019 3rd Quarter 2019 
--

Lancaster 
A-99.5% C-97.6% E-97.5% 
B- 99.5% D - 96.1% F- 95.5% 

Palmdale 
A-97.1% C-58.9% E-98.3% 
B-96 .5% D - 58.9% F-99.5% 

c. MT Field Observations 

On August 141 2019, the. MT observed an orientation to the Bias-Free Traini1ng held at the City of 
Lancaster. The orienta ition was provided to the AV community by the Compliance Unit. It took 
place over the span of two hours and was attended by nine community members. Some 
community members received Spanish translation during the meeting. The Lancaster Stafon 
commander provided introductory comments, and a senior member of the Compli'ance Unit 
proviided the bulk of the training 1 content. A community leader from the Lancaster CAC spoke 
during the training and enc:ourage.d additional training for the community. Several participants 

described their previous interadions and observations of LASO-AV deputi:es. Some of those 
experiences cited were posi1tive while others questioned the lawfulness of the deputy's actions in 
the community. Not alll explanations provided by LASD were accepted by the commun ity 
members, but several of the community members expressed appreciation for the opportunity to 

e,ngag1e in the conversation. 

5 Compliance · percentages for a given rol l callll training is calculated by dividing the total number of currently assigned 
deputies who receive the rol'I ealll training by the total n1umber of deputies assigned to the AV and availabl1e at the 

time of the· traini ing. 
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The conversations appeared to be limited due to the small numbers in attendance. This is not to 
say there were not excellent questions and conversations; rather, a larger attendance may have 
provided opportunities for even more perspectives to be shared and proved beneficial for both 
the deputies as well as the members of the community. At the conclusion of the training, those 
present did express concerns about the low number of community members present. This is the 
second offering of this community training by LASD in the AV. Future offerings of the training 
should look for additional ways to advertise the training and attract larger representation of 
stakeholders within the community. 

d. Compliance Unit Stops Data Training 

Informed by their reviews and feedback from the prior AAB audits, the Compliance Unit 
continues to provide training at the AV stations to help LASD deputies understand the 
requirements to collect data for the SA. The Compliance Unit staff spend time in the AV stations 
to provide training to the supervisors and commanders. The training is critical for the AV 
stations due to the large turnover and number of transfers among personnel. Although the 
Compliance Unit provides an excellent service to the AV stations, the long-term sustainability of 
the SA depends on the AV stations beginning to develop this same level of expertise and 
training capability currently provided by the Compliance Unit. 

e. LASO AAB Audit 

In the last semi-annual report, the MT provided an overview of a meeting with the AAB to 
discuss the methodologies used for SA-required LASD audits. The LASD AAB has been providing 
audits at the request of the LASD Compliance Unit to review compliance with the SA. The audit 
reports provided to the MT in the past have not provided the level of detail necessary to 
determine compliance with the SA. The disconnect between the AAB audits and the SA was not 
reflective of a lack of cooperation between the AAB and MT; rather, it was reflective of the 
philosophy of the AAB that the unit requires independence from outside forces to maintain 
audit integrity and that it takes directions only from the Sheriff. The MT agrees that the AAB 
should prioritize this independence and integrity. However, the scope of their audit portfolio 
must include audits of the SA requirements for the Department to reach and maintain 
compliance. The transparency and rigor of the AAB is critical to the long-term sustainability of 
the reforms facilitated by the SA as the AAB should be a key provider of continued oversight 
and Accountability after the close of the agreement. 

In early December 2019, the Monitors met again with the MB unit. Under the leadership of a 
new captain, highly qualified personnel with significant auditing training and experience have 
been assigned to the SA and will be dedicated to conducting audits as prescribed by the SA. 
Collaboration with the AAB unit has significantly improved under the leadership of the new 
captain. Further, there is an understanding that auditors will meet with the MT in the planning 
stages of each audit to develop a shared understanding of the scope and level of detail 
required. 
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The MT llooks forward to revi1ewing the soon-to-be-published AAB audit examining the required 
CAD stops information, which focuse ·s. 0 1n the key areas of backseat detentions, dea.rance codes, 
and supervisor reviews. Previous AAB audits and MT reviews found low levels of compliance in 
the required supervi isar reviews of deputy CAD data entry. These findings again sugg:est the 
need for the Department to increase to adequate levels the number of serge.aints and 
supervisors assigned to the AV and to prioriti rze SA mandates at the management level. 

f Stops Compliance Metrics 

Significant progress was made toward finalizing compliance metrics for the SA provi 1sicms i:n this 

section. These metrics will be the standards-either numerical minimums or qualitative 

guidelines-for the MT to determine if the Department has reached compliance wi1th each SA 
provision. The mosit recent drafts will be circu lated with the Parties and fina,lized during the next 

reporting period. (See, "A Note About Settlement Agreement Compliance" for more information 

about compliance metrics and the process. for achieving SA compliance.) 

In de.ve,loping the compliance metrics for each of the SA sections, the MT and Parties work from 

an understanding that not every requirement of the SA can be· assessed in a quantitative , way. It 
is often diffi'cult to determine , an appropriate · q1uan,titative comp liance count or pe,rcentage. For 
example, it is not appropriate to discuss how much discrimination is a1n appropriate compliance 

objective since it is never legi1timate to engag1e in discrimination. Paragraph SO states: 

LASD-AV deputies shall not use race, color, ethnicity, national origin, religion gender, 
gender identity, disability, sexual orientation, or gender identity in exercising discretion to 
conduct a 5,earch,. except as part of an actual and credible description of a specific suspect 
or suspects in any criminal investigation. 

For the qualitative assessments of this paragraph, it is critical for systems to be in pl!ace where 
superv isors and commanders ca:n discover and address behaviors . violating this provision. If this 

situation occurs,. the MT wrn assess the specific activity of the deputies and the response from 

lASD station leadership to i1dentify and address discriminatory or unconst itutiona l actions.. The 

Parties identified areas that will be assessed in a qualitative way and inserted them into the , 

Stops and Bias-Free compliarnce metrics iln appropriate locati:ons. 
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The Importance of Stops Data 

A key focus of the monitoring activity for this section of the SA are the various types of data collected 
by deputies as they conduct their daily operations. They record extensive information chronicling nearly 
every interaction with the public, including each stop or call for service; each search, detention, citation, 
or arrest; the dispositions of each call; and in some circumstances, short narratives. They also now 
record certain community engagement activities. It is essential that these data-which serve as the 
foundation for all audits, analyses, and reviews conducted by both the MT and by LASO-are accurate, 
thorough, and reliable. When a deputy stops and detains someone, however briefly, the facts and 
circumstances that led to that Stop and detention and any subsequent action must be rigorously 
documented and later reviewed to assess the deputy's decision making, the legality of the deputy's 
actions, and compliance with LASD policy and the terms and conditions of the SA. 

Data collection for Stops requires entering one or more alpha or numerical codes associated with the 
primary actions of the stop. Deputies can consult codebooks for these. The codes determine the other 
fields that appear on the screen and must be completed. Importantly, supervisors, managers, and 
auditors typically use these codes to retrieve information about each entry to properly supervise 
deputies and units, conduct risk management assessment, and monitor activities. For example, a 
supervisor may want to review all records from the past month for pedestrian Stops, which use code 
841. Such a request will retrieve only the Stops recorded as pedestrian Stops. Incorrectly coded Stops 
will not appear in the search. With thousands of Stops and other activities recorded in the database, it 
is very important that accurate codes are used to identify each type. 

g. MT Stops Data Review Report 

During this reporting period, the MT's work related to Stops data shifted focus from evaluating 
data integrity to data analysis. Moving forward this analysis will occur in six-month intervals, 
with regular MT Stops Data Review reports providing a snapshot of short- and long-term trends 
of enforcement activity in the AV. Findings from the initial review report have been presented to 
the Parties and are currently being finalized based on their questions and feedback. Those 
findings are summarized below with the purpose of introducing the scope, complexity, and basic 
characteristics of the data. 

The purpose of this information is two-fold: (1) to assess data entry compliance as required by 
the SA; and (2) to provide descriptive information and demographic comparisons of these Stops 
and resulting outcomes. This review is a key component for the MTs assessment of compliance 
for the Constitutional and Bias Free Policing sections of the SA. This information should also 
serve both the AV community and LASO. For LASD to shift from a response-driven culture to a 
culture that is driven by a community policing philosophy, Stops data should align with the 
stations' crime prevention strategies. Specifically, LASO needs the information to make decisions 
related to community safety and enforcement efforts and strategies, avoiding disparity while 
promoting fairness, equity of enforcement, and effectiveness. In the long term, LASD must be 
comfortable with the regular use of such data and information to better understand and gauge 
the positive and negative impacts of their efforts. It will be a crucial aid in the implementation 
and evaluation of the Department's implementation of COPS and SARA. CACs and the 
community can also use the information to better understand LASO-AV enforcement patterns 
and work with LASO to improve the effectiveness of their policing strategies and address any 
potentially unfair enforcement practices. 
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L~ Important Note on MT Stops Data Review Findings 

The MT Stops data review s,ummary consists of only descriptive statistics - counts and 

percentages-and is meant to prov ide a basic understanding of the number and types of 

Stops occurr ing in the AV, who is bein gi stopped, and what occurs dur ing those Stops 

(e.g., Searches, Seizures , backseat de,tentions, citations, arrests). As described above , this 

descript ive daita is necessary in asses.sing outcomes of enforcement effort s. and in 
identifying area1s that warrant furthe ,r inspection by the Parties .. Population demographics 

are provided to give a sense of how the proportions of Stops by race comp are to the 

proportions a,f racial giroups in the population. 

It is very important to understand that these descriptive statistics as presented are not 

intended a1nd, indeed, cannot be used in a simplistic manner to serve as proof of racial 

bias in the AV. Bias-free policing and, in particular, the analysis of Stops data for 

identifying any potent ial racia l disparitiies is a critical aspect of the SA and will be 

addressed in a sepairate, part of the monitoring work. Specifically, that analiysis willl be 

performed by a pair of independent lfesearchers contracted by the Parties and MT to do 

the type of in -depth stati1st ical anallysis required to draw conclusions about d isparities in 

the Stops data. That work has begun and is described in deta il below (s.ee "Independent 

Stops Analysis" in the Bias,~Free Polking section) .. The current MT Stops data review 

discussed here does not indude that level of statistical analysis and therefore should nio,t 

be used for that purpose ,. 

The MT recognizes cri'me can be concentrated in specific areas or neighborhoods, which 

could le,ad to a higher rate of people from one race category being stopped than others. 
Other important cons iderations beside.s racial proportions in the loca l population and 

crime rates indude how oftein LASO iis called on by the commu nity to respond t o crime in 

particular a,reas and any descrip tion s of the perpetrators provided to LASD by the 

community. The, stop daita analysis being undertaken by the independent researchers w ill 

include t hese types of factors. Also,. it is critical to do this type of review with an 

unde,rstand ing of the Department 's cdme prevention strategy, which guides the 

deput ies' actions. 1n the areas and neigihborhoods and to which outcomes can be 

compared and assesse1d. The MT looks forward to continu·n9 thi ;s conversation with 

LASD, to inform the MT's data revie.w and the forthcoming. analysis conducted by the 

independent expert. 
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ii. MT Stops Dota Review-Data Entry Compliance 

The MT reviewed six montlns of Stops data (vehicle, pedestria1nr and bicycle Stops) from 
the second hailfr of 2018 t0i assess the Department's compl:iance with SA-required 
changes to the data that deputies are required to record chronicling their patrol activity 
(see SA paragiraph 44). This data is recorded in their Mobilie Di1gital Computer {MDC) 
patrol logs. There are two basic types of data entry: 1) filling: in fields {type of stop, 
reason for stoµr subject demographics. time of any backseat detention. etc.) a,nd 
2) desie:ribing the stop aindl 9iving rationales for actions in short narratives. Compliance 
for the first type is primarHy determined by the existence of data in eac.h of the required 
data fields. The MT review of the data fields entry found that deputies documented the 
required information at lleast 98% of the time and with numerou !s categories at a level of 
100%. The· MT review of the second type of data entry,. that is, the narratives, is not yet 
complete. Thiis cannot be done i'n an automated fashion as the thousands o.f narratives 
are freeform and require carreful interpretation and quality assessment. The assessment 
of these narratives will be reported in a future review by the MT. 

iii. MT Stops Dato Review-Summary of Stops Characteristics 

A total of 16,5,54 discretionary Stops (vehicle, pedestrian, and bkycle) were conducted 
between July and December 2018,; rangi:n9 between 2,455 to 3.191 Stops per month. The 
Stops involved 18,313 individualls,.6•7 

The !largest proportion of people stopped were Hispanic (43%), followed by black/African 
American (33%}, white (23%)1 other (2%), and Asian (< 1 %). The corresponding racial and 
ethnic proportions in the AV population are Hispanic (47%), bl!ack/Afrkan American 
(15%)1 white (31%), and Asian (4%) (see Table 2). Approximate ,ly two thiirds of all people 
stopped were male, and nearly half of those stopped were in the age rangie of 20-34 
years .. The folllowing resulrts focus on the three most prominent race groups of individuals 
stopped as re,wrded by deputies: Hispanic, black/African American, and white. 
Table 2 summarizes the demographrc characteristics of census tracts that predominantly 
overlap with LASD reporting diSitrkts iln the Antelope Valley.8 

6 This includes any as.soc.iated patrol entry log1s created to, record additional irnformation ln the stop or detained 

individuals, as we,11 as any aissisting unit entries invol ived in the stop. 

7 Some people were stepped multiple times aind thus , are represented multiple times in the count. If individuals wn 10 

were stopped had the same name and diffelient dates. o,f birth, they were counted sepa1rately. 

8 U.S. Census Bmeau, 2013- 2017 Amerkan Community Sl!Jlrvey 5-Year Estimates; Dataset: "DPOS ACS DEMOGRAPHIC 
AND HOUSING ESTIMATES." 
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Table 2 

Demographic Characteristics of Antelope Valley Reporting Districts 

Lancaster Palmdale Total 

Demographic Group N = 188,599 N = 202,701 N = 391,300 

n Percent n Percent n Percent 

Race/Ethnicity 

Hispanic or Latino1, any rac.e 73,122 I 38.8% 110,9711 54.7% 184,093 47.0% 

Nlot Hispaniic or Latino,. white a1llone 65,721 34.8% I 56,835 28.0% 122,556 31.3% 

Nlot Hispaink or Latino,, black/African 
36,,176 19.2% 21,450 1'0.6% 57,626 1.4.7% 

American alone 

Nlot Hispanic or Latino, Asi1an alone 7,070 I 3.7% 7,494 3.7% 14,564 3.7% 

Nlot Hispanic or Latino, other races* 6,510 I 3.5% 5,951 2.9% 12,461 3.2% 

Sex 

Male 93,900 49.8% 101,076 49.9% 194,976 49.8% 

Femalle 94,.699 50.2% 101,625 S0.1i% 196,324 S,0.2% 

Age 

0- 19 58,649 31.1% 65,624 32.4% 124,2.73 31.8 ,% 

20-24 112,5.53 6.7% 14,426 7.1% 26,979 6.9% 

25-34 27,108 
I 

14.4% 26,1191 112.9% 53,2 .99 13.6 1% 

35-54 48,160 25.5% 52,891 26.1% 101,051 25.8% 

55+ 42,129 22.3% 43,569 21.5% 85,698 21.9% 

* "Not His:panic or Latino,, other races" is a1 sum o,f: American Indian and Alaska Native alone," "Native 
Hawaii·an and Other Pacific Islander alone/ "Some other race alone," and 'Two or more, races." 

iv. Percentages by Cat'egory 

Most Stops were vehicle Stops (8,7%), followed by pedestrian (10%) and bicycle (3%). At 
the Lancaster Station,. there is higher representati:on of bfack/African American 
individualls in all Stops (40%) compared to the Palmdal'e stati'.on (25%). Palmdale has a 
higher percentage of Stops of H~spanic individuals (51%) compared to Lancaster (35%). 
According, to data deri1ved from US Census estimates and presented in Table 2, Lancaster 
reporting districts have populations thait are approximately 39% Hispanic, 19% 
black/African American, and 35% white, while Palmdale's districts are approxtmately 55% 
Hiispanic, 11% black/African American, and 28% white. 
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The number of deputies involved in each Stop ranged from one P 11485,; 69%) to nine 
(one stop). The dataset comprised 369 unique deputy names, with certain deputies 
accounting for more Stops than others. In addition to considering the data 
disag1gregated by various. groupings (demographics, geographic area, station, shift, etc.) 
it i1s important for LASO command staff as well as the MT to look at the work of 

individual deputies from severrall perspectives (such as those with the majority of Stops, 
those wirth repeated Stops of the same nature, and those focused on a certain area) to 
ensure their activities are consi1stent with LASD pol'icy and enforcement efforts or 
direction of the station commander. For instance, only four deputies (mainly assigned to 
traffic enforcement) participated in 25% of the Stops (three from Lancaster and one from 
Pa11mdarle). There are usually valid reasons for certain deputies to have significantly hi1gher 

percentage.s of Stops as compared to others. For example, a deputy assigned specifically 
to addres.s. traffic rnncems wi ll liikely have more Stops than a deputy assigned to answer 
calls for service or another type, of paitro,1. Alternativel iy, it woul:d be reasonable to 

question why deputies aissfgned to answer calls for service have a significantl ;y higher 
percentage of Stops as compared to others. 

• Reason for Stop-When entering CAD data, deputies may seliect from 12 different 

reasons for the stop. The vast majority of Stops had Vehicle Code (85.6%) listed 
ais the reasonl and the second most common reason was Penal Code, (3.5%). 

Reasonable Suspicion Stops represented 1.8% of the Stops. 

• Search of Person-Approximately 22% of people stopped were searched1 with the 
most common reason being I nddent to Arrest (31 % of people searched) followed 
by Condition of Probation or Parole (22%), Consent Search (18%)i and Weapons 

Patdown (17%),. Among peoplte stopped, black/African Ameri:ca,ns had the highest 
rate, o.f be,ing searched (26%), followed by Hispanks (22%), and white,s (20%). 

• Vehicle Search- Approxi imaitelly 15% of people stopped had a vehide searched. 
Blarck/African Americans were most likely to have a vehicle search (17%), followed 
by Hispanics. (15%), and whites (12%). The most common reason for conducting a 

vehicle · search was Condition of Parole/Probation (26% of people stopped and 
vehide was searched) fol lowed by Inventory (18%),9 Consent Search (1.5%), and 

Odloir o,f Contraband (10%). 

9 Inventory searches aire usually pursuant to a vehicle seizure, 
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• Contrnbond 5eized 10-Among people who were searched (Person Search) and/or 
involved in a stop with a vehicle search (Vehide Search), black/African Americans 
were least likely to have contraband seized (16%), folfowed by whites (21 %), and 
Hispanics {23%). Conversely , b lack/African Americans are most likeliy to have any 
kind of search (30%) compared to Hispanics (25%) and whites (23%). 

• Backseat Detention 11-One out of every 11 peopl 1e stopped had a backseat 
detention. Among each race group, black/African Ame.ricans and Hispanics had 

higher pe1rcentages of backseat detentions than whites (10% for black/African 
Americans and His.panics and 7% for whites). 

• Probation and Parole Status-B lack/African Americans were most likely to be 
asked about their probation or parole status (46%) compared to 37% of Hispanics 
and 34% of whi1tes. However ~ whites were slightly more likely to respond ''yes" 
(that they are on probation oir parole; 20%) compared to bllack/African Americans 
(19%) and Hispanics (17%). Among, people who indicaited that they were on 

probation or parole, black/Afrkan Ameri'cans and Hispanics were more likely to 

have their person and/or vehicle searched as a condition of probation or parole 

status compared to whites (66% of Hispanics, 61% of bliack/African Americans, 
and 55% of whites).12 

• Vehicle lmpoundrmmtB-Fo,r this cate9ory, the MT re.ports vehkle impoundment 
onlly for single,-person Stops be,cause it is the only way to accurately assign 
vehiclle impoundment to the person's race. Among single-person ve,hide Stops, 

approximately 4% of peopl le· were involved in a vehicle stop that resulted in ai 

vehide being towed. Black/African Americans and Hispanics were more likely 

than whites to h,we a vehicle towed (4% of black/African Americans, 3% of 
Hispanics, and 2% of whites). 

10 Bo,th a personi and vehicle search cam resullt iin the seizure of contraband. Contraband seized is a field that is 
populated by the stop, not specific to the pers.on stopped!. For example, if two people are stopped and only one 
person ha1s co11traiband seized, tile fiel!d would be, populated for both people invoJVed. In incidents where both a 
person and a vehide search i1s conducted!, i1t is not clear W'i1ich type of search resullted in seizure of contraband. 
Addit ionally, where more than one person is stopped, it is not clear who was in possessi:on of the contraband. 

1l Backse·at detentions wem quantified as any time a pers,cm had a backseat detention leng1th of time greater tnan 0. 

12 Racial differences in Searches conducted due to proba1ti1on or parole status are more plionounced among vehicle 
Searches. Because the rea1s.on for candluicting vehide Seairehes is the same across alli people stopped, looking at 
si1ng1fe-pers.on Stops helps provide a more direct comparison of vehicle search rates by race. Among individuals, who 
indicated that they were 011 piroba1t~on or parole (when1 asked), black/African Americans and Hispanics are rnore likely 
to have a vehide searched (35% and 3.11%, respectively} a,s a condition of probation or parol'e compared to whites 
(17%). 

13 Vehicle llmpmmdment is a stop-bas,edl measure rnither than specifie to the person stopped. In the event of multipl1e 
people being stopped, the impoundment code is the, same for everyone stopped. The fol!lowing results ave from 
vehicle Stops only {excludi1191 pedle,strian and biq,cle Stops) and limited to single-person Stops for a more direct racial 
comparison of outcomes. 
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• Arre,sts and Citations-A.cross all people stopped (induding, for instance,. vehicle 
passeingers), 25% were involved in a stop where at least one person was arrested; 
54% were invo lved in a stoip where at least one person was cited. When multiple 
people are iinvolved in a stop , the dataset does not disting,uish which outcomes 
apply to which indi1vidlual.. However, among singile-person Stops, black/African 
Americans were most like,l!y to be arrested {26%) compared to Hispanics (20%) 
a1nd whites (16%). Yet black/A Mc an Americans were least likely to be dted (51%) 
compared to Hispanics (63%) and whites (62%) in single-person Stops. 

v; limitations of the Aw,lysis in the Stops Data Review 

Again,. it is important to emphasize that with this review summary,. the Monitors are not 
passing judgment regarding 1 the impkatians of the Stops data. In the coming months, 
the MT will work with the Department to evaluate the Stops data in the context of the 
Department's communi rty pol id ng and crime fig.htingi strarteg:ies, community engagiement 
activitiesi and the rigorous independent statistical analysis of Stops data designed to 

answer questions regardi ing1 bias in policing practices. 

It is important to note that some outcomes are specific to the reasoning and 
circumstances of the stopr whi :le others are spedfic to indiv idual s involved in the stop. 

Therefore, the perce,ntages presented here may have different denominators. 
Additionally, where multiple peopl le are involved in a stop, making racial: comparisons of 

stop -bas,ed outcomes becomes nuance,d because it is difficult to determine specific 
outcomes to specific persons in the , stop. 

Restricti'cms in the CAD data entry process result in several limitations to analyzing the 

data. Other key limitations include the following. 

• Only two people can be entered in any one-stop record; if more people are 
stoppe,d then deputi1e,s must create a new incident and !link the incident using a 
reference tag IID,, which can llead to i.nconsistencies between the reference , tags. 

• Some oiutcomes thait are specific to indivi 'duals are summar ized across the stop 

when multiple people are liste,d in the stop, preventingi direct comparisons of 
outcomes across race, groups. 

• Assisting unirt narratives and other data fields are often mi1ssin9 information , likely 

becau:se the information ~s already recorded i.n the original stop report. 

• Contraband sei1zure not tied to search method. 
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2. 

a. 

Steps Toward Compliance 

Constitutional Policing Training 

As discussed in the previous section, LASD has continued to provide the required full-day 
Constitutional Policing training to LASD AV deputies at or above the 95% compliance level. 

b. Quarterly Roll Call Training 

MT verification of the training records showed both AV stations in compliance with the quarterly 
training for the first quarter of 2019. Lancaster remained in compliance in the second quarter, 
but Palmdale did not. Both stations returned to compliance in the third quarter. The MT will 
continue to assess compliance for attendance and proper record keeping at the quarterly 
sessions. While improvement is needed in some areas when tracking attendance, the regular 
training in the roll call sessions is a clear step forward by LASD. 

3. Next Steps 

a. Stops Data Review 

In the next reporting period, the MT will continue to work on its Stops data review, which is 
summarized above and was discussed previously with the Parties. It took a significant amount of 
time to understand the strengths and limitations of the data. Based on feedback and questions 
from the Parties, the MT has made enhancements to the draft report and will submit it in the 
next reporting period. The MT intends to provide these reports on a rolling six-month basis to 
compare periods and look for patterns of enforcement in the AV. The MT will assess if the 
enforcement patterns and outcomes comply with the SA. 

b, Reports and Documents 

Following finalization of the compliance metrics, the MT will continue to communicate with 
LASO and conduct site visits to ensure the available documentation has been identified and 
made available for inspection to determine compliance. For example, LASD AV deputies are 
required to complete a CAD entry for each stop in the field and, in many cases, an 
accompanying traffic offense citation for the person during the stop. The hand-written citations 
are turned in for processing at the stations. Administrative staff at the AV stations use the 
hand-written citations to create a list for tracking purposes. The MT has used this list to verify 
that each citation has an entry in the CAD system as required by the SA. In the next period, the 
MT will ensure all available documents have been identified to ensure LASD captures all the data 
required by the SA. In the next reporting period, the MT will also look at a sample of crime and 
arrest reports to ensure the reports comply with the requirements of the SA. Crime and arrest 
reports are one of the primary ways LASD documents the act.ions of LASD deputies during 
Stops. 
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B. Bias-Free Policing 

The primary goal of the Bias-Free Poli1dng section of the. SA is enc:apsullated in SA paragraph 64: 

In conducting its activities, LASO agrees to ensure that members of the public receive, equal 
protection of the lawi without bias based on race, color, ethnicity, notional origin, religion, 
gender, gender identity, disabWty~ or sexual orientation, and in accordance with the rights 
secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States. Deputies shall not 
initiate Stops or other field contacts because of an individual's actual or perceived 
immlgration status. 

1. Activi ities in This Pe,riod 

a. Bios-Free Policing Training 

LASD continued to provide the Bias-Free Policing full-day training for LASO deputies assigned to 

the AV stat ions. llnis training and the rela1tedl monitoring work foll!ow the same process as the 
full-day Constitutional ! Policing training discussed in the Stops section above. Most AV deputie 1s 

have allreadiy taken the Bias-Free Pollicing full-day t raining-as of the last semi1-annual report, 

182 from Pallmdale and 197 from Lancaster had. Training is now provided to newly assigned 
LASDRAV deputies or deputie,s who were. not available when the training was offered previously. 
During this reporti 1n9 period, one session was offered August 22, 2019, and attended by 42 
students. A review of the attendance percentagies found bath AV stations in compliance, with 
Palmdale at 97.9% and Lancaster at 98,.5% of their deput ies tra ined. 

b. Quarterly Roll Call Training 

lln this reporting per iod, LASO provided the approved qua,rterlly roll caH trainings for preventingi 

discrim inatory polkinig, constitutional ! polk ingA bias-free policing, and hous ing. To reiterate 1 in 
2019, Lancaster was. found in compliance for each of the three quarters the roll call trainingis 
were offered. Palmdale was in compliance i1n the first and third quarters of 2019 with over 95% 

of deputies attending 1. However, Palmdale was found to be out of compliance for Quarter 2 with 

onlly 58.9% attendance. In the upcoming reiport iing period, the MT wil!I discuss. with the Parties 

sum;,estions for i1mpraving the, ongo ~ng1 train ing to the outside · LASD trainer. See the Stops 

5,ection above for a full descrip t ion. 
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c. SA Compliance Metrics 

In this period, the MT met wilth the Parties to discuss and finalize the work plans for Bias-Free 
Policing. The compliarnce metrics specifically detail the processes and measurements for each SA 
requirement critiical to ensurfngi full understanding of the expectations and requi1rements to 
reach compliance with the SA. {See "A Nlote About Settlement Agreement CompJiance" for more 
information about compliance metrics and the process for achieving. SA compliiance.) Bias-free 
practices and impacts arei not always readily di1scernible or easy to measure; rather, they require 
caireful and thoughtful ! analysis. The precursor to the work in the Bias-Free Policing section is 
largely reliant on the anallysis of the Stops described in the Stops section, because the review of 
Stops serves to identify are,as or issues requiring further inspection. 

d Independent Stops Ana'lysis 

In this, reportingi periodt the Parties and MT identified a team of i1 ndependent researchers who 
will conduct an analysis of lASD-AV Stops data to assess whether law enforcement activity in 
the AV hais had a disparate impact on any racial! or ethnic group and to identify any trends or 
issues that may compromise rnnstitutiona ,I poliicing or the effectiveness of LASD e,nforcement 
practice. Providing Biais-Free Policing1 in the AV is a staple of the SA and is a, requireme ,nt 
spanning all LASO progirams and activities, so this analysis willl be applicabl1e to several SA 
se'Ctions. 

This work will address SA paragraphs 82-86 and is required to include regression,. an advanced 
s,tatistkal tesit tha.t will allow researchers to, draw reliabte conclusions about whether any racial or 
ethnic differences they identify are indeed due to race or ethnicity rather than secondary factors 
llike other demogiraphics or crime rates .. The two researchers are both experienced and respected 
in their field for this type of ana,lysi1s. One has already worked with LASD data previous.lly. One is 
based in California and will be onsite in the AV as often as needed ta discuss datai issues, 
context, and methodology, , and to present results with opportunities to answer qiues,tions. 

The researchers' work will indude developing a research plan,. defining, ai sample size and date 
range, data cleaning and prepa1ratian for analysis, multimodal stati:stical an1alysis to include 
reg1ression modefi'ng and other appraachest and preparation of a final report ta include a 
detailed and thorough description of methodol logy, descriptive statistics, statistical test results, 
conclusions, and a discussion of study assumptions and limitations, including what can and 
cannot be concluded from the findiings. The MT and Parties will review the methodology, 
analysis and reporting on ain ongoing basis. 
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et Communfty Engagement and Community Policing 

It is impairtant to emphasize that Bias-Free Policin9 and the Community Engagiement sections of 
the SA are closely interrelated. lASD should c::onti1 nue to engage the CACs and the wider 
community. Although the , community Bias-free Policing: orientation during this period was 
valuable, efforts sihould be made to incre·ase the number of prese,ntations and the number of 

community members . present and ta continue to consider effective ways of engaging the 
community. 

In the last reporting period, the MT reported observati:ons regarding inconsistent understanding 
of community poHdng pri1nciples among AV deputies. LASO has indicated they will take steps to 

bring about adlditironal awareness of community policing principles at LASD-AV stations. This has 
been evident in the efforts by the Compliance Unit to impl ~ement community-oriented policing 
trainingi at the 1 stations. The MT is encouraged lby the stations' pl;an to adopt COPS and SARA 

strategies, which can provide a basis for iincreasing the understanding of LASDRAV personnel 

and incorpmating 1 these practices into startion management and the regular deputy enforcement 
activities. The MT has a1lso recommended other resources to LASD and will discuss next steps 
colllaboratively with the Parties. The1 MT will continue to conduct observations in the field to 
measure compliance with the SA because this is, where aU the. goals of the SA intersect in actual 
practice. 

2. Step Toward Compliance 

As described in more detail above, the progress toward compliance on Bias-Free Polking 1 that 

the Department made in this reporting period aind prior includes the following. 

a. Bias-Free Policing Training 

As discussed above, LASD has continued to provide the required full -day Bias-Free Policing 

training1 to LASD-AV deputies at or above the 95% compliance level. 

b. Quarterly R1oll Coll Training 

As described above and in the Stops, sediion,,. the stations are also presenting the roll call 

training 1 sessions with approved lASD trainers. MT verification of the trai1ning records showed 

both AV stations in compliance with the quarterly trah1in9 for the first and thiird quarters of 

2019. Lancaster was in compliance in the s,e1cand quarter but Palmdal 1e was not. 
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c. Top- 1'0 lis,ts 

The MT provided LASD with a list of the top ~ 10 deputies for Stops in the key categodes for: 
(1) all people stopped, (2) backseat de tent ionst (3) persons searched,. (4) vehicles. searched, 
(5) any arrest and (6) any citati'o,n., The, Depart ment indkated that these types of lists will be 
helpful fo1r commanders and supervisors , wh en lookin9 to understand the activity of their 

deputies and determining1 if activity is in line wit~ the 9oal 1s of the station commanders. For 
example , LASD may use the Stops analysi1s to, determine areas of concern reg1arding disparate 
treatment towa rd a1 rnce group aind then use, the enforcement activi1ty used by the, deput ies 
ident ified in the top-10 list as a starting po int to determine possib le reasons for the d isparity 
and/or possiblle interventions. The MT will cont inue to consult with station capta ins in the use of 
the top -10 ii'sts. and the evalluat ion of this data in the context of the stations 1 policing strategies. 

3. Next Steps 

o. Review of CAD Stop Data 

As discussed in the previous s,e,ctiion, the MT will create regular reports of the CAD Stop data in 
six-month intervals. The MT will review the activity to detect any indication of potential bias in 
enforceme,nt activity that requ ires, add it ional analysis and review. In the next reporting per iodl 
the MT willl allso loailk at a samp le of crime and arrest reports to ensure the reports comply with 
the, requ irements of the SA. 

b. Training Outcomes As,sessment 

Whi le LASD continues to assign LASO dep ut ies to the bias-free pol icing training sessions, the 
measure of complia nce and effectivemass will rely on the actual prac:tice of bias-free policing and 
the resullts experienced in the AV commun it ies. In the next reporting period, the MT will conduc t 
verificatio n of attendance in the roll call train ing sessions. These ongo ing trai'ning efforts are 
important, but the true measure of the effect iveness willi be how the Department ensures bias
free policing concepts are carried out in the course of enforcement actions, incorporati'ng 
community partnerships and relying on com munity policing strateg ies. 
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c. Programs, Strategies, and Activities 

The SA requires an assessment of all lASD programs, initiatives, and activities. It states: "Withi 1n 
one year of the Effective Date, and annually thereafter, LASD will assess all programs, initi 1aitives, 
and activities , invo,llving Antelope Valley Stations to determine the extent of any cHsparate impact 

and to ensure that no1 progiram, initiative, or aietivity is applied or administered in a manner that 
unlawfu lly discriminates a,ga.inst lndi1vi.dua~s on the base.s of race, color, ethnicity, national ori,gin, 
religion, gender, gende jr identity, disabillity, ar sexual orientation" (Paragraph 68). Further, the SA 
paragraph 65 requires the Department to , continue to consult with experts such as the Museum 
of Tolerance to identify ways in which bias may manifest in AV strategies, programs, and 
a1ctivities. This kind of consultation and prrogram review will explore potential ,ly biased practices. 

d. R'eports and Documents 

LASO AV stations use a wide , array of reports to complete their work, such as crime reports, 
citaition logs, jail logs, CAD entries, and numerous others. With the compliance metrircs expected 
to be finalized in the next reporting 1 period, the MT will communicate wi,th LASO and conduct 

site· visits to ensure the available documemtation has been identified and made availabl!e for 
inspection to determine compliiance. 

C. Enforc,ement of Section 8 Compiliance 

With the Housing Non-Discrimination {HND) Policy FOD 18-001, Accompan iment of 

Section 8 Compliance Checks (Accompaniment) Policy FOO 12-002, and the compliance 
measures for both of these policies in place,, the work this reporting period focused on 

applying the compliance measures to LASO housing-related activities. 

1. Activities This Period 

a. Dissemination of Acknowl'edgment Forms 

During this review period, LASO conttnued collection of executed HND and Accompaniment 

policies acknowledgment forms from AV deputies and implementation of the HND and 
Accompan iment policies. With the iniitial di1ssemination of the new polkies to current personnel 

comp lete, going forward LASD is required to ensure newly assigned personnel also receive the, 
policies. 
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The MT reviewed Pallmdale and Lancaster stations' second- and third-quarter rosters to identify 

newly assigned deputies and to determine the timing for each station securing the deputiest 

signed HND Policy (including the Supplemental HND Policy) and Accompa,nime.nt Policy 
acknowledgment forms. In the second quarter 2019, Palmdale reported 17 newly assi:gned 
deputies and Lancaster 12 .. ln the third quarter, Palmdale reported seven newly assigned 
deputies and Lancaster 11 .. 14 As explained be,low, there are somewhat different requirements 

(and therefore different calcullations for policy receipt verification) for the HND Policy versus the 
Accompaniment Poliicy. 

b. H'ND Policy Receipt Verification 

For the HND Policy! the stations need to meet the requirement that 95% of newly assigned 
deputies receive the policy wirthin 115 days of their assignment to LASD-AV or within a 
rea1s01nable amount of time as determined by the MT (SA paragraph 75). For each quairter, the 

percentagie is calculated as the number of new deputies who have received the HND Policy 
di'vided by the number of alll new deputies. 

In Pallmdale in the second quarter, all 1i7 new deputies received the HND policy within 15 days 

of their assignment for a c.ompliance raite of 100%. In the third quarter, six of the s.even new 
deputies received the HIND policy within 15 days for a compliance rate of 86%. The s,eventh 
received the pol icy after 1 B days,, 

In Lancaster in the second quarter, 11 of the 12 received the new H ND policy within 15 days, for 
a compliance rate of 92%. The, 12th deputy rece,ived the policy 25 days after assignment. In the 

third quairter, eight of the 111 received the HND policy within 115. days, for a compliance rate of 
73%. One of the remaining deputies received the policy at 117 days and the other two at 31 days. 

LASD was asked to explain the drop in rnmplia 1nce from the. second to the third quarter,. and 
factors seem to include staffing short.ag1es among deputies and supervisors and a transition in 

unit command staff. Other more minor i1ssues related to documentati ion and communicati ron 

between the stati1ons and the compliance unit llikely play a role. The most serious, recurrent issue 
i;s that, after personnel are assigned but before they actually arri!ve at the station, they usually 

spend between two and three weeks in various trainings (e.g., Field Operations Trainingi for 

deputies, and Field Operations Supervision Training for serg:eants). This pushes back the first 

opportunity for orientation to poilicies, sometimes beyond the 15-day limit 

14 An eighth deµuty transferred to Palmdal1e from the Lancaster Station and had previously executed the 
acknowledgment forms, which werre accounted far in the Monitor's Eighth Semi-Annual Report 
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No deputies nietwly ass,i1gned to ei1ther station had questions about the HND Policy. While there 
was a significant dmp in the SA paragraph 75 compliance rate for the di1ssemination of the 
hous ing ac.l<nowledgment forms for both stations from the second to the third quarte.r, the MT 
decided to apply the comp li,ance measure "within a reasonable amount of time as determined 
by the MT" s.ince, alll eventua1lly were verified and two were only one day past the 30-day 
requirement. Nevertheless, it is important that LASO work to improve the timeliness and 
documentation of poliicy receipts in the ways they can control. 

c. Accompaniment Policy Receipt Verification 

For the Accompa1niment Polliicy,. at any given time, 95% of all deputies need to have received the 
policy; new deputies need to receive the po licy within 30 days of their assignment or wi,thin a 
reasonable amount of time as determined by the MT (SA paragraph 164}.15 Compliance 

percentagies are cakul lated oin a cumullative. basis. In the verification for Quarters 2 and 3,. all 
current deputies at each station had already received the policy (Palmdale: 77 in Quarter 2 and 
187 in Quarter 3; Lancaster: 202 in Quarter 2 and 200 in Quarter 3) for a cumulative · comp liia.nce 
percentage · of 100%. Newly assigned deputies needed to receive the new po licies within 30 days, 
in order to maintain compl iance. Compliance percentages are calculated as follows; alll deputies 
(current and newly assigned) who have received the Accompaniment Policy divided by a1II 
available deputies (current and newly assigined). 

In Palmdale in the second quarter, all 17 new deputies received the Accompan iment pol icy 
within 30 days, of their assignment, for a compliance rate of 100%. Similarly, In the third quarter, 
all seven new deputies rece,i1ved the policy within 30 days, for a compliance rate of 100%. 

In Lancaster in the second quarter, 12 of 12 received the new HND policy within 30 days, for a 
comp!iance rate of 100%. In the thi ird quarterr nine of the 11 received the HND policy within 30 
days. Including the 200 current deputies, who had already received the policy ·, the third quairter 
compliiance rate was 209 divided by 211, or 99%. The other two new deputies received the 

pollky 31 days after their assignment 

Both stations were in compliance for receipt of the Accompaniment Policy in both quarters. 

15 Regarding both the HND ~md Accompaniment pollicies1 SA paragraph 164 states: "Within 30 days after issuing a 
r:ioHey m procedure, puirsuant to this Agreerment,. LASD shall ensure that all relevant LASO personnel assigned to AV 
have recei1ved, read, and undfmtandl the.ir responsibi1llities pursuant to the policy or procedure ... . LASD shall 
document that each relevant LA.SD deputy oir other employee has received, read, and sufficiently undeFstands poliicy." 
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d. Implementation of the HND and A,ccomponiment Policies 

Besides verifying policy receipt by deputies as described above, the MT performed various 

reviews to assess whether the HND and Accompaniment policies are reflected in LASO-AV 

deputy activities , and are impacting the AV community as intended. During this reporting period, 

the MT submitted two , HND and Accompaniment policy document requests for LASD 

complaints, administrative investigations, . claims for damages and litigation, compl 1aints of 

discriminati,on, aind other relevant documents and resources for LASD-AV deputy involvement in 
housing-related activities to determine whethe,r such activity was rnnduc:ted, and if so, was done 

in ac.cordance with the FHA and the HND Po~icy. LASD responded to one of the requests. 

Additionally, during the September 116- ·118, 2019, MT onsite visit, Watch Commander logis were 

reviiewed for both stations for the period beginning January 1, 201i 6, through September 161 

2019, and MT members met with Pallmdaie CAC members to discuss the SA housing provisions. 

Rega1rding the implementation of the Accompaniment Policy: In addition to the document 

requests, review of Watch Commander Logs, and attendance at the Palmdale CAC meeting 

described above, the MT reviewed aind anallyze,d all stat code 787 data and LARCIS reports for 

January 1, 20181 through May 3t 2019. These various documents . and sources of infotrmati ion 

were assessed according to the approved compl iiance metrics for the hous.iin91 provisions, 

especially those addressing deputy accompan ~ment of housing authority workers; LASD's 

independent iinvestigation1s or referrals for crimmnal prosecution for fraud based on voucher 

hollder compliance with the voucher contract;' and deputy calls,, observations, or incidents 
involving voucher holders (see llaist semii-ainnual report). 

e. Review of lASD Housing -R·el'oted Activities-HND Policy 

In its reviews of the documentation provided~ the MT did not find LASD employees to take ainy 
actions that violated the FHA or the pmvis,ions of the HND Policy, and no audits of complaints 

found any violation of the . FHA or HND Policy . Pending receipt of the second document request, 

LASO is in compliance wirth SA paragiraph 73. 

f Review of lASD Housing-R ·e/ated Activities-Accompaniment Policy 

The MT found that during this report ing period LASD di1d not conduct any accompaniment of 

Section 8 voucher compliance checks, did not refer any cases for criminal prosecution or 

conduct any independent investigiations of fraud based on housing voucher compliance, was 

not involved in i1nddents related to voucher holders, and did not inquire into an individual's 

Section 8 status during routine law enforcement activity. Additionally, during the 

September 16-18 1 2019,, onsite meeting w~th members of the Palmdale CAC, all community 

members present ans,wered "no" whe ,n asked ff they were aware o,f LASD i1nvolvement in Section 

8 Compliance check activi ity. Therefore, MIT found LASO in compliance with SA paragraphs 76, 

77, 78,. 791 aind 80. 
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2. Steps Toward Compliance 

As described above, LAS D's dissemination of the HND Policy Acknowledgement Forms and 
Accompaniment Policy Acknowledgement Form during this reporting period was inconsistent. 
During the second quarter both stations met the 15-day SA paragraph 75 dissemination 
requirement, however during the third quarter neither station met the 15-day requirement. 
Compliance fell significantly from the second quarter to the third quarter for SA paragraph 75 
for the HND policy and 164 for the Accompaniment policy. The MT will work with LASD to 
maintain compliance and closely monitor paragraph 75 performance moving forward. In the 
meantime, the MT finds LASO in compliance with SA paragraphs 73, 74, and 75. 

LASD did not conduct any accompaniment of Section 8 Compliance checks or other 
Section 8-related activity during this reporting period; therefore, it remains in compliance with 
SA paragraphs 76, 77, 78, 79, and 80. Additionally, it is noted that audits of complaints did not 
find any violations of the HND Policy or the Accompaniment Policy provisions. 

LASD continued to offer the required housing-related training (part of the bias-free policing 
training) to deputies newly assigned or returning to the AV and is in compliance with 
paragraph 70 regarding the housing provisions. (See the Stops section for details.) 

The Department also offered the quarterly roll call trainings that have a fair housing module 
and, except for the second quarter in Palmdale, has been in compliance with paragraph 71 
regarding the housing provisions. {See the Stops section for details.) 

3. Next Steps 

In the next reporting period, the MT will continue to verify housing policy receipt and training 
rosters with the understanding that the lapses in performance described above will be remedied 
and compliance maintained. With the MT determination that the Department is largely in 
compliance on the housing-related provisions, next steps will be for the Parties and MT to 
ensure the Department remains in compliance. 

D. Community Engagement 

The Community Engagement section of the SA states that "LASO agrees to promote and 
strengthen partnerships within the community, to engage constructively with the community to 
ensure collaborative problem-solving and bias-free policing, and to increase community 
confidence in the Department" (page 20). The term "community engagement" primarily refers to 
the Department's efforts to engage the community and thus build and maintain trust and 
confidence in the Department among all community members, per the goals of the SA. The MT's 
role in the community-engagement process is to assess LASD's efforts to interact with and 
improve its relations with the AV community. The MT may also provide advice and technical 
assistance to the Department, the CACs, or community groups, as appropriate and requested. 
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1. Activities in This Period 

During this period, the MT made three onsite visits to the AV for community engagement 
compliance monitoring (in September, October, and November). The MT also reviewed 
community meeting and event reports provided by LASO, reviewed the 2018 LASD-AV 
Community Engagement report, and reviewed various other reports and material relating to the 
Community Engagement section of the SA. These visits and reviews are detailed in this section. 

a. Compliance Metrics 

At a September 17 meeting with the MT and Parties, the compliance metrics for the Community 
Engagement section of the SA were finalized. Details of these metrics are described in relevant 
areas below. 

b. Crime Management Forum/Risk Management Forum Modifications 

As a follow-up to the compliance metrics, the MT agreed to provide LASD with a detailed memo 
on how the Department can come into compliance with paragraph 90 of the SA. The MT 
provided that memo to LASO on October 10. SA paragraph 90 states, in part, that: "LASO agrees 
to ensure that monthly Crime Management Forum [CMF] meetings with the Assistant Sheriff or 
his designee and semiannual Risk Management Forum [RMF] meetings include discussion and 
analysis of trends in misconduct complaints and community priorities to identify areas of 
concern, and to better develop interventions to address them." 

The MT's detailed memo to LASO highlighted the most important elements of Paragraph 90, 
which require that the CMF and/or RMF engage in actions to: 1) identify areas of concern 
regarding misconduct complaints and community priorities, 2) develop appropriate 
interventions to address these priorities, 3) utilize sound techniques that support these actions, 
and then 4) measure/evaluate community and problem-solving policing strategies. 

To achieve these objectives, the CMF and RMF will need to: 

1. Include discussion and analysis of trends in misconduct complaints; 

2. Include discussion and analysis of community priorities; 

3. Display how the use of techniques such as spatial mapping and scientific 
deployment analysis are being carried out; and 

4. Determine and incorporate the use of appropriate performance metrics to 
evaluate community policing and problem solving in the AV. 
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c. Deputy Community Engagement Activities 

At the Lancaster Station, the MT reviewed numerous documents containing community 

engagement activities of the two types approved in the compliance metrics, that is, self-initiated 
field engagement captured by the 755 State Code and community events attended by LASD-AV 
personnel. In general, the community engagement activities were of higher quality than the last 

review conducted by the MT; most of the documented activity would be considered qualifying. 

The review of the community event and meeting logs found several events to be either 
questionable or not qualifying. For instance, a tour of the station given to a 9-year-old boy was 
logged as a community event. In general, non-structured activities that are not formal events or 

meetings should not be categorized under community events/meetings. On the other hand, 
some of them could have counted as 755s if they were self-initiated. 

The MT provided feedback to LASD about which of the logged 755 contacts would qualify for 
the purposes of compliance versus those that would not be counted toward compliance. 
Regarding the 755, self-initiated, positive contacts with community members, an issue remains 

with deputies failing to document how someone was contacted to ensure it was a self-initiated 

contact, not responding to being flagged down or approached. 

The MT re-emphasized to LASD, as captured in a memo to the Department earlier in the year. 

"As agreed, the activity by sworn personnel captured under code 755 that is eligible for 
compliance with paragraph 88 of the SA should be self-initiated, positive engagement with 

residents of the AV. Such engagement should be deliberate and meaningful, of sufficient 
duration, and significant to advance one or more of the principles outlined in the LASD 

Community Engagement Attendance Work Plan, which was finalized in January 2019." 

d. Ride-A longs 

On September 9, members of the MT conducted ride-a longs with patrol deputies in the 

Palmdal_e Station to observe how deputies interact with members of the community and to 

assess if Stops, Searches, and other activities performed by deputies are in compliance with the 

SA. 
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e. CACs 

The MT continues to be impressed by the work of the Lancaster and Palmdale CACs. CAC 
membership requires many hours of personal time, preparing for and participating in meetings, 
attending related community and Department events like the bias-free orientation, town halls, 
community survey planning and distribution events, and so forth. These gatherings are usually 
at the end of CAC members' already long days of work and represent time away from their 
families and other interests. Members spend additional time on interacting with the Department 
and MT, data requests, trainings, report writing, individual meetings, and hearing the concerns 
of the community and forwarding them to the Department. The members' hard work is paying 
off, as both CACs have made great strides toward meeting their mandates. Both have 
developed their own internal governance structures and processes for running meetings. They 
organize public meetings and thoughtfully choose formats for community meetings they feel 
will get the most interaction and involvement from participants, such as Days of Dialog and 
presentations followed by questions and discussion. The CACs also incorporate elements of the 
SA like bias-free training and community policing into these events. Their work is chronicled in 
each CAC's annual report, which can be found at the Compliance Unit website (http://www.la
sheriff.org/s2/page_render.aspx?pagena me= avc_main). 

f. Community Meeting 

On the evening of September 18, the MT and the DOJ met with a group of AV community 
leaders and members of the LASO-AV CACs. In attendance was the main team of community 
leaders who initiated the community organizing and filing of a lawsuit against LASO that led to 
the Settlement Agreement. 

The three primary agenda items of the meeting were to: 

• Ensure the Palmdale CAC members understood that their Annual Report should 
include recommendations; 

• Receive feedback from community members on their perspective on the current 
status of LASO-community relations in the AV; and 

• Discuss any reports or knowledge of Section 8 housing discrimination or LASO 
accompaniment on housing inspections. 

The community members present made comments acknowledging progress as a result of the 
SA as well as some remaining concerns. The following comments had substantial agreement in 
tne room. 
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• One community leader opened the meeting with a comment about how much 
progress, has been made. He mentioned 900d relati1ons with station leadership 

but added that the community still has chaHenges with the rank and file deputies 
saying, ''The rella1ti1anship has improved but it is still not good." 

• Another community leader and CAC member said, "The behavior of Sheriff 
Deputies have changed for the better due to scrutiny and oversig1ht, not a change 
in a mentality, so when the ove·rs,ight is gone, we are afraid the old behavior wrn 
return." 

• Participants shared concerns about the lack of black/African American people in 
!leadership positions, in LASD-AV. 

• There was a repeat request to get data on the total l number of complaints made 
every year for the past few years to see the trend line. LASD has indicated they 
have since shared this data and wi'II continue to do so on an ongio,ing basis. 

• A unanimous request was made to have community members involved in 
teaching portions of the train mngs to AV deputies. 

• Tine· perception of LASD by youth of color is negative. 

• There have been several compla ilnts about the response• to the fake shootingi 
incident i'n Lancaster, including one where a black/African American woman was 

reportedly removed from her apartment naked because she didn't respond to 
sheritff deputy knacks because she was in the. shower. She lived in the building 
that was evacuated aind believed to be where the shooting . came from . The 

community lleaders also, expres5,ed frustration that LASD never issued an apology 
regarding the fake shooting. {Tlnose present may not have viewed the televised 
press conference o,n August 24 that included an apofogy ta the La,ncaster 

community from an assi1stant sheriff.) 

g. Community Survey 

The purpose of the SA-mandaited a1nnuail Community Survey is to assess community perceptions 
of the relattomhip between LAS.O and the AV community and to attempt to mea,sure haw, if at 
a1lt the SA reforms affect that relationship. On September 18, the Parties discussed the second 

AV annual Community Survey. The Parties agreed to the folllowing four primary avenues of 
distribut ion and collection of surveys. 

11. lASD and partner 0rr91anizatiio1ns will send out the online llin,k to the survey via 

email and sodal media . 
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2. Members of CACs and a.dditia 1nal. community-based organizations trained to do 
outreach will collect surve,y responses, and those community members will be 
compensated for theiir time. 

3. A mailer with the survey's onlline link printe .d on it will be mailled out via1 USPS to1 
2,000 AV residents. 

4. With the approval of school administrators, formal distribution of the survey wi1II 
take place on high schooill campuses and at Antelope Valley College. 

During this monitoring period, the MT and the Parties finali.zed a data collection plan for the 
second annual Community Survey with the same independent survey team that conducted the 
first surveyr incorporating feedback they received from the community. Representation of the 
blla1ck/African American and Latino communities in the first annual survey in relation to their 
population in the AV was an area of siginificant concern to both community members and the 
Parties. During the Community Survey Presentation at Antelope Valley College in May 2019, as 
welll as in other meetings and discussicms wi:th community members, the MT engaged in 
dialogue about how to improve representativeness iin the second annual survey and took 
sugg1estions from CAC and community members. The Parties then decided that in addition to 
the survey being available online, that a f"community-l !ed" data collection effort woul ld happen 
simultaineously where community members would collect survey data from other community 
members. 

The MT aind the independent survey team hasted an informational meeting about the second 
annual Community Survey in October 2019. The purpose of this meeting, which was open to the 
public, was to inform communi 1ty members that a communitypled data collection process would 
be incorporated into , the second annual survey and to explain the process. through which 
community members and organizations could apply to be compensated for data collecti :on. The, 
process included submitting a proposal that described where and how community membe,rs 
would collect data, particul1arly amongst underrepresented and hard to reach AV populations. 

While some community members expressed disappointment in the amount of funding 
dedicated to this aspect o.f data colllection, mo-st were hopeful that this process would lead to ai 

more representative sample i1n the second year of the survey. 

The MIT and independent survey team accepted all data collection propo,sa,ls it received and held 
a: data collection trainiing for communi1ty members in November 201'9. Duriing the training, the 
independent survey team provided an orientation to data collection and the MT explained the 
process through which community members could be compensated for their time · spent 
collecting data. Community-based orgiani'zaitions, students, and individual ! community members 
are currently collect.ing data in the cammunily and wil!I continue to do so at l,east through the 
end of the year. The Parties view this data collection process as somewhat of a pHo,t that will 
continue to be adapted to 1 ensure its effectiveness. 
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The independent survey team i1s currently coordinating efforts w ith Antelope Valley College to 
admi nister the survey at the wl llegie in early 2020. The research team is also in discuss ions with 

the Antelope Vallley Union High School Distri :ct to administer the youth survey in AV high 
schm:>ls in early 2020 as we ll. 

The second annua l AV Community Survey was launched by the independent survey team in 
November 20119. Prioirto thait, in August 2019t CAC members and Ml representatives helped 

distribute the Commun ity Survey at the Antelope Valley Fair. Nearly 200 surveys were co llected 
over a four-day period. Survey data1 collected at the fair will be incorporated into the general 
survey data aind find ings report. lhe survey is available for community members to comp lete 
both online and on paper. The survey is currently open and will remain open at least through 

January 2020. Once daita collection is complete, the results will be analyzed, and a findings . 
report wi ll be developed and published in 2020. 

It should be noted that considerable outreach and survey administration efforts were added 
during this survey coUe.ction period that were not utilized for the first survey. The findings 
reports for the first annua l survey cain be found on the MT website 
(http://www.antelopevalleysettlementmonitor ing.info/ ) and much more extensive data tables 

can be found at http://bit.ly/AV-Public. The Parties, Monitor, and the community had concerns 

specifkal lly regarding the number of black/African American respondents partic'pating in the 
first survey. Specifica lly, black/African Americans were underrepresented in the first survey. This 

is particu larlly concerning because many of the · findings of the DOJ investigation were related to 
the department 's treatment of peop le of cofor,. particularly black/African American residents. The 
MT woul ld like to acknowledgie the support from the stations and the Compliance Unit in 
expa1ndi111g the efforts and resources alllocated to the survey collection. 

As mentioned in previous semi-annual reportsr the data: gathered through the initial annual 
survey willl be used as a baseline and wiill be compared with data from the second and future 
surveys to assess changes in the relationsh ip between LASD and the community over time. The 

MT looks forward to working with LASO as the. station captains use the survey data to inform a 

commun ity -oirientedl policing strategy and to further encourage their commitment to 

commun ity engagement with the entire AV community as requi-red by the SA .. 

h. Deputy Survey 

An organization.a l climate and culiture study (aka "Deputy Survey") of the attitudes of LASO-AV 

personne l towa rd various SA-related topics was administered during thi 1s reporting peri1od 
(paragiraphs 69, 72, and 99- 101 ). The, purpose of the survey i-s to help the Department 

understand the attitudes and percept ions of Palmdale and Lancaster Station personnel 

regarding a range of subjects in sitx categories~ hiring and advancement; supervision; staffing1 
and facilities,; managiement and culture; relationship with the community; and 

community -oriented and problem-oriented polking. The stations' command staff will utilirze this 

dat a in their evaluation. of curre nt policing strategies and practices . 
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On September 18, the Partie,s reviewed t he survey findings and discussed next steps . It was 
agreed that the deputy surve,y woulld be conducted annuallly with detailed resul;ts fo r internal 
review. The MT will summarize the resulits in its semi -annual report that is released following the 
completion of the survey, beginn ing with tne current report. 

The survey was adminiistered duringi two, weeks in March 2019, using a web-based format. All 
Lancaster and Palmdale station personnel ! were encouraged to respond. In total, 141 station 
personnel rangiing in rank from deputy through captain completed the survey. 

The Management and Culture section showed most participants are proud to work for LASD and 
that they consider LASO a model among other departments. Most also feel the Stops, policies 
prov ide them dear guidance and that there are open lines of com munication within t hek chain 
of command. less, than half of participan ts feell that the Department valued their opin ions (46%). 

The Hiring and Advancement secti1on showed most participants feel· tha:t the Department offers 
adequate opportunity for advancement, but less than half feel1 that recruiitment and hiring, 
practices ensured the best applicants were hired or that the Department provided sufficient 
incent ives to encourage good job performance. 

The Supervision section showed most partkipants feel that deputies are well trained, believe 
performance evaluatiions provide sufficient feedback, and trust their supervi:sor and feel he or 
she provides sufficient giuidance. 

The Staffing and Fad lities section showed that just over half of participants feel the Department 
prov ides adequate fadli1ties and sa1fety equip ment for deputies, . and even fewer - less than 
20%-fee ,I the Department provides adequa te radio cars or that sworn staffing le,vels are 
adequate. 

The Relationship with the Commu nity section showed that almost every partk:ipant believes 
there are no deputies whose behavior or actions reflect bias or prejudice t oward minorities. 
Most pairtrcipants feel the Department has a good relationship with the community, understands 
community needs, de,als with the community fairly, provides appropriate language assistance 
services, and fairly and thoroughly investigates public complaints. On other items that 
specifically dealt with minorities, around a quarter of participants feel tha,t minority groups view 
the Department as di1fficult to deal with and t hat minorities try to avoid contact wi.th the 
Department. Nearly hailf believe that crime, is d isproportionately concentrated in minori ty 
neighborhoods. 
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The Community Policing/Problem-Oriented Policing section showed most participants felt 

community policingi concepts are helpful and in regular use at the stations and that 
commanders provide useful ! crime analysis information to deputies, but far fewer participants, 
less than a thiird, folt that deput ies have suffiicient time for problem-solving activities. Most 

participants allso believed that deputi1es spend most of their time on calls for service and that the 

LASD-AV workload is more demanding than that at other stations. Most part icipants believe the 
Department routinely provides crime trend iinformation to the commun ity, that there · is good 

communication 1 betwe·en the Department aind the community, and that Department leadership 

is. committed to meeting community needs. 

2. Steps Toward Compliance 

As reported in previous semi -annual ! reports 1 lASD has been in compliance with several 

provisions of the SA induding dissemination of the SA (paragraph 92), pa1rtkipation in 
communi 1ty meetings and establish ing the CACs (paragraph 94), providing : support to the CACs 
(paragraph 96), and ensuring the CACs do not receive non-public information (paragraph 97). 

LASO also agreed to implement the County's new diversion program being developed by the 
Los Angele ,s County Office of Di1version and Reentry (ODR), addressing the SA requirement to 

develop diversion programs (paragraph 87). ODR has also ag:reed to roll out the County 's 
diversion programs in the AV first, but there was a delay in getting LASD's final commitment 

with the program countywide that maiy affect the AV. The MT believes that when the ODR 

diversion programs are implemented in the AV with the partnership of LASD, they will be in 

compliance with th is prov ision of the SA. 

The Departme ·nt has continued to work with the Parties to administer the a:nnual Community 
Survey as welll a1s the deputy suirvey. The MT ~s encouraged that the stations have scheduled 

meetings in the next report ing period to drscuss the results and potential usefu lness of the · 
deputy survey. The Department needs, to develop and implement a specific plan to make use, of 

the findings of the Community Survey. Neither survey is meant to serve as a performance 

"scorecard" or a compl iance assessment but rather as information for the Department to uti lize 
in its various efforts related to commun ity engagement,. constit ut ional and bias-free po licing, 

housing, and Accountability. 

The Department's plan addressing 1 paragraph 88 and the requirement that deputies participate 
in community eng1agement activities has been implemented, but some of the elements need 
further discussion arnd development, such as the Department's plan for enhandng relationships 

w ith community groups, especiallly youth and communities of color, an,d its plan to use the 

Community Survey and CAC feedback to inform these activitie.s and link them to the 
Department's broader rnmmuni 1ty e,nga1gement community pollicing, an.d problem-mie ,nted 

crime reduction efforts, including COPS and SARA (see the Stops section for more info rmation 

on COPS and SARA). These activities shou ld inc lude seeking and receiving a diverse array of 

community input , including ' pos.itive and neg1ative feedback, and ideas for problem-or iented 

policing 1; aind making special effort to positively engage segments of the community where 

relatiions a.re more strained, especially with the black/African American, Latino, and youth 

populations. 
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The Department continued to offer quarterly rolil caU trainiings regarding Constitutional Policing, 
bias-free policing, and Housingt but ha1s not finalized its plan to meet the in-servke training 

requirement for community polidng and probl 1em-oriented polking methods and skillls for all 

AV deputies as well as AV station supervi isors and unit commanders (paragraph 89). After 
exploring severail optionsj the Department is working with the DOJ's Communi 1ty-Oriented 
Policing Services Office and Virginia Center for Police Innovation to develop a one-time 

rnmmunity-oriente ,d policing training for all personnel fol:lowed by a series of ro ll call trainings , 
to deputies in Palmda1le and Lancaster using a format similar to that used for the, other roll call 
tra iningis (see the Stops secti1on above far detai ils). The MT and Parties will review the proposed 
plan and material ls. The MT stress,es that the training for community policing a:nd 

probl lem -ariented policing needs to be !linked to community engagement activiti :es,f the station 
captains' enforcement, and crime, preventi'on strategiies including COPS and SARA It is crucial, 

therefore, tha1t the sta1tions , not on ly the Compliance Unit, pl!ay a lead role in planning and 
i1mplementing these irtems. 

The Monitor would like, to, aclknowledge that the Compl iance Unit has been very thoughtful and 
creative in their efforts to pllan and implement a solid community; polidng training for alll AV 
deputies. The process seemed to s,low significantly when the process required input from 

administrators above the compliance , untt Undoubtedly, the signiificant and ongo ,ing staffing 

transitions in the highest ranks of the Department account from some af this delay as it takes 
time to onboard new chiefs a1nd assistant sher~ffs to the SA who may have been lless familiiar wiith 
the practi 1ces of the , Antelope , Valley. However , to reach compliance, continuous attention and 
investme,nt from the leadership of the Department will be required. 

LASD's monthly CMF meetings and sem i-annual l RMF meetings must include discus,sion and 
analysis of trends in misconduct compiai'nts and community prio rities to identify areas of 

concern and to better develop interventions to address them (paragraph 90). As discussed 

earlier in this report, , the MT provided LASO w~th a detailed memo on October 10 regarding how 
they can come 1 into compl liance with this prov ilsion of the SA. 

3. Next Steps 

The MIT is encouraged by LASD's dedsion to provide more detailed and meaningiful training on 
community policing to its personne,I in the AV., But the MT continues to caution LASO that public 

refations efforts alone do not equate to or serve as a substitute for community policing and 
genuine community engagement. 

While there is wide agre,ement that lASD -AV has made signi Jficant prog :ress toward improving 

relations with the AV community, the MT cont inues to encourage the Department to lrsten 
s.eriously to those who have compl laints and' not dismiss them or even try to simply convince 

them to change their perspective. Instead,, the Department shoui:d take their concerns into 

rnnsiderati ion aind determi ine whether changies need to occur within the Department to bring 

about ongoing improvements in services. behavims, and attitudes. 
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The MT intends to conduct regular monitoring of the Community Engagement section of the SA 
through: 

• Monthly reviews of LASD community engagement activity reports and all 
community engagement-related reports; 

• Regular communication with AV community members and CAC members; 

• Observation of trainings required by the SA; 

• Hosting and observation of community meetings; 

• Attending CMF and RMF meetings; and 

• Regular site visits to the AV, to include meetings, informal and formal interviews, 
and ride-alongs. 

E. Use of Force 

The SA includes numerous mandates associated with the use, investigation, and adjudication of 
force by LASD in the AV. Those mandates include the avoidance and de-escalation of force 
when possible, prompt reporting of use-of-force incidents, thorough and independent 
investigations, and adjudication processes based on the preponderance of evidence. 

1. Activities This Period 

a. SA Compliance Metrics 

During this reporting period, the Parties and MT had several in-person and telephone 
meetings and have finalized the compliance standards for the clear majority of SA provisions 
associated with use of force, the investigations of these incidents, and their adjudication. The 
qualitative and quantitative metrics detail the standards by which the MT determine 
compliance with each SA requirement related to use of force and the investigation and 
adjudication of use of force, including: 

• Continuing to prohibit use of force above compliant handcuffing to overcome 
passive resistance and use of retaliatory force (paragraphs 102 and 105); 

• Using advisements, warnings, and verbal persuasion when possible before 
resorting to force and to de-escalate force immediately as resistance decreases 
(paragraph 103); 
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• Usingi force ais a last resort, assessing threats prior to using force (whenever 
passi1ble,), and not us,ingi force against individuals who are under control {SA 

preface to Use, of Force sect ion, page 24; and paragraph 104); 

• Prohib it ing use of force to prevent someone from lawfuUy taki1ng photog raphs 
or video recordingis {paragraph 106); 

• Continuing to 1 p rohibit ha1rd str ikes to the head with an impact weapon 
unlless de,adly force is just ified (paragraph 107); 

• Continuing to report all uses of force and any medical treatment provi1ded 

(paraigraphs 108 and 109); 

• Continuiing to notify a1 superviisoir immediately following use of force or upon 
receipt of an allegiatEon of unreasonable or unreported force (paragraph 110); 

. , Conducting thorough iinvestigations of use of force, forwarded through the 

chain of command, revi'ewed for completeness, and adjudicated with the 

preponderance of evidence standard (paragraphs 111= 1' 13); 

• Continuing to require , that the , Executive Force Review Committe ,e {EFRC) review 

use~of-force incidents requiring 1 the response of the Interna l Affairs Bureau 

(IIAB; paragraph 114); 

• Holding employees accountablle for use of force that may violate law or the 

Departmenfs prohibited force policy and forwarding those cas.e.s to IAB for 
iinvestiga:tion or rnview (paragraph 115}; 

• Holding supervisors accountable for not adequately investigat ing or responding 
to force, that is unre,asonable or otherwise contrary to LASD policy 
(paragraph 116); 

• Holding AV unit commanders accountable for idenffying and report ing force 
trends and for taking preventive, steps to curb problematic trends 

(paragraph 1117); aind 

• Ho ld ing AV uni1t commanders accountable to review and track training and 

tactical review findings to ensure that informal feedback does not replace formalI 
discipline {paragraph 11 B). 

Sorne additiional SA provi 1sions critical to use-of-force investigation, adjudication, and 

Accountabi :lity are found in other sect ioins of the SA, addressing such factors as allegations 

of misconduct (paragraphs 127, B0 - 133)1 assessment and response to any patterns of 

violations (paragraphs 14!3 and 153), and data recording {paragraph 142). 
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The Parties have not yet rnsol1ved the issue of whether the SA applies to non -AV commands 
that provide law enforcement s,ervices. in the AV, especially as it relates to the use, 

investigation, and adjudlicaition of use of fo rce. That includes commands with personnel who 
aire: 

• Housed at either Lancaster or Palmdale stations, e.g:., Gang:s, Narcotics, and 
Community Partnerships Bureau;: 

• Regulady assigned at a1 sheriff's, facility in the AV other than Lancaster or 
Palmdale. staHo,ns, e.g., Court Services, County Buildings, and Transit; and 

• Occasiona lly d ispatched to provide specialized services in the AV, e.g., K-9 or 
SWAT. 

The Department believes uses of force that occur within the AV by those units to be outside of 

the scope of the SA. DOJ and the MT categorically disagree with that position and believe the 
UOF audits shou ld include all uses of force that occur in the AV, regardliess of where the LASD 
personnel invo ,lved are assigned. The MT and DOJ believe that not including those uses of force 

prevents a thorough understanding of LASD's law enforcement activity in the · AV on the part of 

the MT. Parties andt iimportantly, community members. The MT and Parties are committed to 
resolving1 this issue in the next reporting period. 

b. lASD Use-of-Force Policy 

The MT has continued to work w ith LASO on the development of its update .d use-of-force 

policy. The MT and the Parties are in tentative agreement with the provisions of the draft policy, 
which is under final review by the Departme nt. The MT Is concerned that further progress w ith 

regiard to UOF compli iance is being hindered by the fact that, although the draft was approved 
by the MT and DOJ in spring of 2019, the policy has still not been approved by Department 

managers. 
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c. MT Executive Force Review Committee-Use-of-Force Audit 

In Octobe ,r 2018, Monitors submitted their initial audit of use of force in the AV.16 That audit 
examined the way in which AV supervisors and managers investigated and a,djudicate ,d the 
significant but less s,erious Category 1 and Category 2 uses of force. 17 However, only one of the 

most serious Categieiry 3 uses of force occurred in the three-month audit period, which was 

insufficient to draw reliable condusfons on those high-risk incidents. Therefore, during thi 1s 
reporting peri1od, Monitors completed a supplemental audit using a.n expanded t ime period so 
that sufficient Category 3 uses of force were audited. Specifically,. the supplemental audit 

evaluated the LASD's IAB investigations and the EFRC's 18 adjudication of Category 3 incidents to 
assess comp iiance with the var ious use-of-force provisions including SA Parag:raph 1114: 

The Executive Force Re1view Committee s.J1all review use-of~force incidents requiring 
response by the IAB force/Shootin9 Response Team under current policy, and to review 
the indde 'nts far any policy~ training, or tactical concerns and/or violations. 

This, summary provides a brief overview of the EFRC audit's scope, populati:on, methodologiy, . 

and key findi 1ngs. A full understanding of the audit can only be obtained by thorough ly reading 
the full report, , callled ltAudit of Uses of Force Adjudicated by the LASD Executive Force Review 
Committee." 19 

16 

h ttp://antelo pev all eysettle me ntmo n ita ri ng.i nfo/conte n:t/docu men ts/audits/ A V%20U se%20o fJ/o 2 OF orce%2 0 MT%20A u 
dit%20Report%20October%202018,.pdf 

17 The Department separates uses c,f force into three categories based on the type of force used and the resullting 
injury sustained by the subject o,f the force. The less,-serious Category 1 and 2 cases are investigated and adjudicated 
at the, sta1tian a1nd Divisioin levelIs. The, most serious cases, Category 3, are investigated by the IAB and adjudiicated by 
the EFRC. 

18 The EFRC evaluates every shooting and farm i1ncident requiring activation of IAB's Force/Shooting Response Team 
Homidde Bure.au also responds when the incident involives an in-custody death or a deputy~invotved shoot ing 
resulting in someone bei,ng shot. Homicide Bure,au's criminal investigation takes precedence so IAB's investigartian is 
usually held in abeyance while Homicide Bure,au c:o:ndm:ts its investigation. The EFRC is, compriised of three 
commanders, one of whom is des,ignate-d as the chair. Membership is assigned by the Sheriff as a colll'ateral duty. The 
EFRC bases its finding on: 1} tactics, i1ndudingi de-escalation if warranted; 2) whether the force itself was co.nsistent 
with Dep,artment policy; 3) whether a policy finding when a vehicular or foot pursuit was involved; and 4) any other 
pollicy viola1tions not related to the above,. The EFRC also, makes a recommendation on, any allegation of misconduct 
that is rellated to the EFRC's respo,nsibility. The rnmple ,ted case arong with a memo doc.umenti1ng the EFRC's 
recommendations al'ie foiliWal'ided to, the involved employee's unit commander. The fHe is processed by the unit 
commandeir then the division d1i.ef and is eventually returned to the Professional Standards, !Division. EFRC sta:ff 
forward the case, to the Discovery Unit for input into PRMS. 

119 All MT audits and other reports are available at http://antelopevalleysettlementmonitoring.iinfo. 
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This EFRC audit did not assess Category 3 incidents that occurred in the AV but involved only 
deputies from non-AV commands. Since the Monitors and DOJ remain in disagreement with the 
Department as to whether the SA applies to deputies from non-AV commands, such as Gang 
and Narcotics Units, K-9, and SWAT, the MT cannot conclusively determine compliance on this 
audit's objectives. Therefore, the findings in this audit are to be considered preliminary. 

i. EFRC Audit Population and fvlethodology 

Auditors selected an audit time period from January 1, 2015, through March 31, 2018. 
Twenty Category 3 uses of force involving AV deputies occurred during that period, 13 of 
which had been adjudicated by the EFRC. 20 All 13 of those cases were audited, so 
sampling was not utilized. Each investigation was reviewed by at least two auditors to 
determine if: 

• The force used was necessary, proportional, objectively reasonable, and used in 
response to behavior that posed a threat to the deputy or public safety 
(paragraphs 102, 104-106-g); 

• Efforts were made whenever possible to use advisements, warnings, and 
persuasion to defuse and de-escalate evolving situations and resolve them 
without using force (paragraph 103); 

• The force involved a hard strike to the head with an impact weapon in an incident 
that did not justify the need for deadly force (paragraph 107); 

• Force incidents were accurately reported to a supervisor in a timely manner 
(paragraphs 108-110); 

• The use of force was thoroughly investigated (paragraphs 111-112); 

• Complaints of deputy misconduct were investigated and adjudicated (paragraphs 
127, 130-13 1, 133, 142); 

• The findings and conclusions were supported by a preponderance of evidence 
(paragraph 113); 

• Effective management oversight was occurring, including holding deputies 
accountable for policy violations and supervisors accountable for not adequately 
investigating force that was unreasonable or otherwise contrary to Department 
policy and/or the law (paragraphs 115-118); and 

20 Initially there were 14 cases, but during the audit it was determined that one case was actually part of another case; 
those two cases were combined resulting in 13 actual Category 3 incidents. 
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• Information was recorded correctly on the forms and in the Periormance 
Re.cording and Monitor ing System (PRMS) {paragraphs 141- 143). 

il Audit Findings 

The Use of Force 

The Department is i1n compliance with the SA paragraphs 106g (recording 11aw 
enforcement activity) and 1107 (head strikes with an impact weapon) .. No cases violated 
those provisions. 

The Department is out of complliance with SA pa.ragraphs 102 (use of objectively 
reasonable force) and 104 (force used for resistive behavior). Two of the 13 cases 
violated those standards, resultiing in a compliance rate of 85%, which is below the 95% 
standard agreed upon by the MT and Parties.21 

The Department is out otcompfiance with SA paragraph 105 (Department prohibits use 
of retaliatory force). In one case, the suspect clearly aHeg:ed the, deputy used retaliatory 
force but the Department did not address that al.legation. Whether or not the s.uspect's 

alleg1ation was true, it needs to be investigated as part of the requirement "exptidtly 
prohib it(ing) the use of retaliatory force" (SA paragraph 105). 

Avoiding Force and De-Escalation 

The Department is out of compliance w~th SA paragraph 103 regardrng de-escalation. In 
two cases, at least one deputy failed to utilize advisements, warnings, and verba1I 
persuasion when a,vaillable1 and in those same two cases at least one deputy fail!ed to 
decrease the use· of force as resistance decreased. This resulted in a compliance rate of 
85%, which is below the 95% standard agreed upon by the MT and Parties .. 

Reporting Uses of Force 

The Department is in ~omgliaince with the requirements of SA paragraphs 108 (partia1I) 
and 110, which require timely notification to a supervisor whenever an employee is 
invo lved in or witness to a reportabl le use of force. In every case (100%), a field superviso,r 

was notified as soon as was practicail. 

21 lni one of these cases, LASD iiniti1a1ted an interna l criminal and administrative investigation that concluded tile , folirn 
wa1s out of po licy aind the deputy wais terminated . At a later date, he was re-hired by the Department. 
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Completion of Reports 

The Department is out of compl liance with the requirements of SA paragraphs 108, 

(partial) and 109. The substantia l errors , in the reports prepared by deput ies in two cases 

were determined to be critically deficient because they rendered those reports 

unreliable. Those shortcomingis should have been addressed by Department managers, 
but the,y were noit. That resulited in a compliance rate of 85%~ which is. below the 95% 
standard agreed upon by the Parties. 

Use-of-Force Investigations 

The Department is in compliance with SA paragraph 111 a, which re.quires that a 

supervisor respond to the scene and ensure the subject received medica l care, and SA 

paragraph 111' b, c, and di, which requires that the investigator collect evidence,. canvas 
and interview witnesses, and coll lect statements from witness deputies. The Department 

compli'ed with these requ irements in 100% of the cases audited. 

The o,epartment i1s out of comp Iii a nee with the requirements of SA paragraph 1111 e, which 
requires the investigator review aH deputy use-of-force statements for adequacy, 

accuracy, and completem,ss. In two cas,es, the deputy's report was inconsistent with the 

evidence ·, and neither deputy was confronted with that inconsistency. This resulted in a 

compliance , rate of 85%, below the 95% standard agreed upon by the MT and Parties. 

Use'S of Force With Atlege-d Misconduct 

The Department i1s out of compliance with the requirements of SA paragraphs 1127, 130. 
1311, 133, and 142, whkh require the intake, investigation, adjudication, and rec:ordation 

of alll personnel complai 1nts made by the public. Three use-of-force cases contained 

serious publ lic compl laints of misconduct that were not addressed by Internal Affairs 

investigating officers. Another case with allegations of misconduct was investi9aited. That 
resulted in three cases with unaddrressed allegation(s) of misconduct for a comp liance 

rate of 77%, well below any reasonable standard that may be established. 

Management Oversight 

The· Department is out of c:ompli1ance with SA paragraphs 113 (part :ial), 114, 115, and 116. 

In four cases the adjudication contained! Critical Defidencies for a1 compliance rate of 

69%, which is befow the agreed-upon compliance standard of 95% for Critkal 

Deficiencies. In three other cases, there were Non-Critical Deficiencies for a compliance 

rate of 77%, which is below the agreed-upon standard of 85%. Monitors were very 

concerned that one case in which the force was not objectively reasonable was never 
alleged and adjudicated by the Department. 
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2. 

Directed Training 

For the purposes of this audit , the , Department is in limited c:ompliiance with SA 

paragiraphs 118, "'review and track train ing," and 167, 11record training i:n the 
Depairtment's Le,arningr Manageme ,nt System (LMS).11 One case in which deputi:es did not 
re,ceive, the tra,ining as directed was, used in the Monitor's November 2018 use-of-forc .e 

audit,. so it coulld not be used to assess, non-compliance in this audit. That left two cases 

in the current audit in wh iich the EFRC directed that deputies receive training, and it was 
provided in both cases. However, that finding is limited ta this audit only; the 
out ~of -compHance finding in the Monitor's November 2018 audit remains the 

benchmark for determiningi the one -yea r compliance pedod required under SA 
paragraph 205., 

Recordation of Data 

The Department is in compliance with SA paragraph 112 requiringi the invest igating 
supervisor to accuraitely complete , a Supervisor 's Re.port on Use of Force. That report was 
completed accurately for 12 of the cases. The 13th case mixed up which deputies used 

whkh contro l holds; however, alll the , involved deputies were accounted for using force 
and the particular control holds were similar in nature,. so this error did not affect 

compliance. 

The Department is not in compliance with SA paragraph 142 requiring accurate da:ta 
entry into PRMS. Half (SO%) of the , Cate,gory 3 uses of force had not been entered into 

PRMS a,t the , time of the aud it 

Steps Toward Compliance 

The EFRC audit found the Department out of compliiance with over half of the relevant 
use-of -force pmvi isians, under review. The, MT will work with the Department to addre,ss the 

defidencies identified in both use-of ~force aud~ts. Future audits will assess progress after 

any changes in policy or practice are implemented and given time to take full effect. The 
lack of a resolution of the non-AV command i1ssue and the delay in approval of the, new 

UOF policy continue to be a hindrance to progress in this section. 

3. Next Steps 

In the next reporting period, the MT will! work with the Parties to finalize the remaining 

compl iance metrics regarding non-AV comma n ds. The Parties and MT will further d iscuss the 

scope of the MT audrts and haw to address the embedded units. The MT wiU be available to 

assist the Department in developing 1 a plan to implement tne audit's recommendations, The 

MT will also evaluate the Department's updated use-of -force. policy as soon as the Department 

submits it. 
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F. Personnel Complaint Review 

The preface to, the SNs Personnel Compl :a1int Review section states: 

1. 

a. 

The County will ensure that all allegotions of personnel misconduct are received and are 
fully and fairly investigated,, and that all' personnel who commit misconduct are held 
accountoble1 pursuant to a disciplinary system that is fair and consistent To achieve these 
outcomes, LASD and' the County agree to implement the requirements be'iow (p. 29). 

Activities This Period 

Compliance Metrics 

In this repartingi period the MT and Parties came to agreement on the compliance metrics that 
wirll be used to assess compliance with the SNs. provisions for handl.ing1 pe•rsonnel complaints 
made by membe·rs of the AV community. Tho1se metri'cs can now be used to assess. compliance, 
iin the next MT complaints audit. (The. first complaints audit gave interim compliance , 

assessments only, altho 1ugh most metrics were already tentatively e.stablished ait that time.) The 

metrics include detailed descriptions of the activities and outcomes required to reach full and 

complete compliance. In summary, the metrics address SA requirements that: 

• LASD continue to maike personnel complaint forms and information readily 
availlable to the public (paragraph 124); 

• LASD rnnti inue to aiccept a.Ill personnel complaints, including anonymous and 

third-party complaints (paragraph 125);. and 

• Personnel found to have committed misconduct be held accountable (Preface, 
p. 29). 

The compliance metrks also address the SA requirement that the Department revise its policies 

to ensure that 

• All complaints are classmfied accurately, and each all!egation receives the 
appropriate level of review (paragraph 127); 

• Personnel complaints are not misclassffied as service complaints (paragraph 128); 

• Each alllegation of misconductf whe.ther specifically articulate,d by the 

complainant or not~ is identmed and investigated fully and fairly (paragraph 130); 
and 
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• It is dear which complaints may require discipl ,ine or should be handled as an 
aidministrative iinvestiigation rather than as a service complaint (paragraphs 

129-1130). 

The SA establishes minimum investigatilve standards including the identi 1fication of all allegations 

(whether or not the complainant specificallly allleges it), interviewing: all wi:tnesses with an 

emphasis on dleputi:es who were present but assert they did not witness the incident, and 
collectingi a1II available, physical evidence and using it to resol:ve inconsi'stent statements. 
Essentially1 every investig 1ation must be sufficiently complete to support a. reliable aind complete 
adjudication of the case. In that regard , the SA also requires that supervisors receive annual 

training on SA requirements, co,ndluctiing thorough complaints investigations and updates to 

local, state,. and federal laws governing personnel , investigations . 

b. Second MT Complaints Audit 

lln this reporting period, the MT planned and began work on a foUow-up audit to assess 

Department compliance with SA requirements for the intake, investigation, and adjudication of 

public comp laints made in the AV. In accordance with SA paragraph 159, a formal audit plan was 

submitted to the Pa1rties for their review s,0 the audit can begin promptly i'n January 2020. The 
MT will a1udit alll AV community complaints regarding Lanca,ster and Palmdale personnel that 

were initiated duri1ng the first quarter of 2019. That audit perfod ensures supervisms and 
managers were giiven ample time to fuUy impl 1ement any new procedures foll lowingi the MT's 

iniitial l aud it (published in January 2018) and for complaints to have been fully investigated and 

adjudicated. We will allso conduct a Directed and Purposeful sample of the cont iguous quarters 

(fourth quarter 20118 and se,condl quarter 2019) and selectively review compJaints initiated iin 
those quarters for indk ia of significant SA issues. Finally, we will review all AV complaints 
iinitiated in the first quarter of 20119 regardi1ng1 personnel assigned to non-AV commands to 
determine if any of those rnmpl laints involve , AV personnel or an issue(s) falling under the SA's 

pmvisions. 

c, LASD SCR Handbook and Policy Manual Revisions 

Two important and extensive publi ications have been under revision by the Department 
fol llowing the MT's initial! audit of public complaints, the Service Complia,int Review {SCR) 
Handbook and the Manual of Policies and Procedures (MPP). 
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In 2017, numerous meetings were held to idenbfy and resolve i1ssues in the SCR Handbook to 
ensure , it is complete , clear1 and consi'stent with the SA's provisions for hand ling publ lic 

compla1ints. On January 29, 2018,,, the Depairtment submitted a, draft that was critiqued and 
discussed extensive,ly at the Parties'' February 28, 201, 8, onsite meeting. Since then, the draft has 
been dormant despite numernus Ml requests to move forward with the revisions to this critical 

document. One of the major causes for this dlefay has been the changes to the Sheriff's upper 
management team indudingi the Chief of the Professional ; Standards and Training Divis ion, who 
is ultimate ly responsible for the SCR process. Recently (November 2019), the CompHance. Unit 
assigned responsibi lity for this project to1 one of its members, and we are hopefol this can now 
move forward. 

In the preceding reporti ing per iod 1 the MT reached consensus with DOJ and the Compliance Unit 
on revisfons to the, MPP. Those, revisions ensure , this key document is complete, clear, and 

consi1stent with the Settlement Agreement's provisions for handling; personnel compla ints. On 

June, 13, 2019, a draft of the proposed revisions was sent to Department managers for approval !. 

Unfortunately, that draft did not include two key revisions. Specifically, the draft that was 

submitted for approva l proposes to: 

11. Retain the Department's existing c.omplaint classification categories, 22 which are 

incompat ible wit h the compla int definitions in the California Penal Code; and 

2. Continue allowing perso1nn1el com plaints to be addressed within a use-of-force 
investigat ion and never recorded as a compl 1aint in the deputy's work history or 

PRMS.23 

The MT not ified the Department that these two omissions are critical and will prevent the 

Department from reach ing compliance with the SA until they are corrected. 

While we c:ertainlly would prefer to se1e both the MPP and SCR Handbook revisions move more 

quicklly, we are mindful that these changies wrll affect the entirn Department, and changes of that 

magnitude take much more t ime than changies affecting: one or two 9eograph ic units. 

22 MPP Section 3-04/ 020.25 Adm inistrative Investigation lierminology 

2.3 MPP Section 3~ 110/100 Use o,f Force Repo1rtin9 Procedures 
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2. Steps Toward Compl liaince 

The Mrs audit of public complaints publi'shed in January 2018, 24 identified several deficiencies 
in the Depairtmenfs handl ling of public complaints. In June and July 2018, each AV command 

issued a Unit Order that estab li,shed procedures and expectations to correct these deficiende.s. 25 

Since, then , the Department has provided train ing to AV supervisors and managers to ensure , 

everyone understands and fol llows the new procedures. The MT's upcom ing sernnd complaints 

audit will ass,ess ff the Department has maintained compliance for those provisions found to be 

in compliance in the first audit and if complliance has been achieved in the others. The newly 

final li1zed complaints compliance· metrics willl be used as the standard for these assessments. 

3. Next Stegs 

During the next reporting pe,riod, the · MT wiU conduct the second audi1t to assess current 

Department compliance with SA requirements for the intake, investigation, and a,djudication of 
public complaints made in the AV. 

G1. Accountability 

7ihe intent of the Accountability section and related provisions in the SA is to ensure that 
appropriate oversight is pro,vided by management and supervisory personnel throug:h the 

ongoing obse·rvation and evaluat ion o,f both individual behaviors and the coll'ective performance 

of empl ,oyees. 26' Careful and cons,istent consideration of every stage of personnel ! and system 

perlorma,nce must be built into , the fabric of operations at every level of the organization, and 

reliable and cuirrent information must be available to the managerial leade.rship. 

1. Activit ie.s i1n This Period 

MT activi:ty during this reporting period pri.marily involved written and telephonic 

cornmunicaitions and onsiite meeti 1ngs w ith the Compliance Unit and AV station personnel. These 

communications and meeting1s focused on the Department's development a,nd implementation 
of ain over-archiing1 plan to provide · a framework for management Accountability functions and 
to, estaiblli1sh clear guidelines for documenting 1 Accountability practices. This plan, including the 

Emplloyee Quarterly Reviiew proce ,ss, wm be discussed further below. 

24 All MT audits and other reports are available at http://www.antelopevalleysettlementmonitoring.info/ 

25 The Lancaster Uniit Order was, i1ssued on July 10, 20118, arnd the Palmdale Unit Order was issued o,n June 21~, 2018. 

26 Managiement personinel includes, the captains and lieutenants at each AV station and the NPD chief and 
commander. The se.rgea11ts are supervi,so,rs rather than managers, but they support management in review fuinctions 
and in en5,urlng effeetive oversight is i::irovided in the field. 
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a. SA Compliance Metrics 

The compliance metrics that the MT wm us,e to determine the Department's compliance with the 
Accountabi 1lity provisions were final lized in this reporting period. These metrics dellineate how 

the MT will assess SA paragraphs 141-1145 and their requirements concerning data colle,ction, 

data integrityf and evaluating personnel perliormance via the PRMS {formerly the Personnel 

Performance Index or PPI); other data systems aind related processes; and the Performance 
Mentoring Program (PMP). 

As reported in previous semi-annual re,ports1 PRMS is not capable of functioning as the sole 
repository of information and data needed for management to provide effective oversight of all 
the operational elements required by the SA (paragraphs 141'. and 142). The SA provides that 
alternatives to, a single data system may be us,ed if together they meet the· various requirements 
of the, SA. To that end1 LASO has several! management processes and staind-alone information 

systems, some of which were developed as. a response to the SA and others that predated the 

SA. The compliance metrics make it dear that those al:temative processes need to reliabl ly fulfill 

the requirements that PRMS had been expected to meet in particular, to g.ive managers the 
capacity to compare deputies and units~ identify trends, and access and report additional data 
re,levant to determining compliance , wi1th the Agreement. 

b, Employee Quarterly R'evi'ew 

In response to the. MT communications re.giardling the need for a formal lized plan or approach to 

integrate and consider information from the various information systems, the Compliance Unit 
developed the Employee Quarterly Revmew, This process, required by paragraph 143 of the SA is 

de,signed to provide LASD-AV management a tool for evaluating reported informaHon and data 
necessary to compare deputies and units, to determine whether performance objectives and 
standards are being met, and to identify pote ,ntial trends in the operations .. On September 16, 

2,019, the MT met with the Compliance Unit and agreed on the final edits to the Quarterly 

Review Guidelliines. The Quarterly Review Guidelines Unit Order was signed by the North Patrol 
Division Chief on November 13, 2019,. and is currently being implemented with the first 

Quarterly Review due, in January 2020. It is regrettable that it took the Department some nine 

monthsr fmm Februairy to November 20119, to finalize the Quarterly Revi1ew Guidelines and sign 
the Chiefs Unit Ordler for implementation. The delay has extended the time it will take to 

determine compliance with the Accountability section. 
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In the final plan agreed upon by the Parties, the station operations liieutenants will be 
responsible for reviewing 1 the , data systems and collecting pertinent information to populate the 

Quarterl ly Reviews.27 The,y also will be responsible to have appropriately designated personnel 
review the various data systems to spot cheek the data to ensure the information is both 
accurate and up to date. Using this pmcesst any errors in the information entered will be 
identified and rectified, a1nd fol llow-up wil ll be, conducted with personnel as appropriate 
{paragraph 142) .. 

The unit commanders are responsibl le for reviewing the quarterly reviews and assessing the 
information pnmmted to evaluate unit a1nd individual deputy/supervisor performance, make 
comparisons., and identify po,tentiail issue,s and trends, These Quarterly Reviews, induding the 
unit commander's assessments, wm be forwarrded to the Compliance Unit for a quality assurance 
review a,nd then to the No 1rth Patrol Division (NPD) commander and the NPD chief for review 

and fina1l determination. The chief will respond to the unit commanders with any follow-up 

orders or directions based on his/her review of the unit commander's a,ssessment(s). 

2. Steps Towa1rd Compl liance 

a. Employee Quarterly Review 

The. final approval and implementation of the Quarterly Review Guidelines represents a major 

step toward meeting SA Accountability requirements (paragraphs 1141-143). As implemented, it 
establishes a farmalli'zed Accountability process incorporating reviews at the supervisor, unit 

commainde.r, and divisioin levels. As stated in the last report, the MT bel;ieves the Quarterly 

Review process represents thoughtful and delligent work toward meetingi the SA Accountability 
requirements. 

b. Performance , Mentoring 

The Parties ailso agreed to include informat~on in the Quarterly Review that can be utilized to 

verify that the SA requirements regarding the PMP are being met (paragraphs 144-145) .. This will 
enable manag Iement to determine: if AV personnel are pmvided mentoring in the PMP within 30 
days after the, need for mentoring 1 is identified, that appropriate proc :edures are in place for 

supervising deputies in the progiram,. and whether there is appropriate coordination between 
the Department PMP' and the NP'D PMP. Information that will! enable this process has been 

appropriately entered into the propc)s,ed Quarterly Review and will! be evaluated by the MT when 

reviews and assessments are conducted. 

27 The data systems to be reviiewed fer popu lating the· Quarterly Reviews include, bu1t are not limited to,, the Sheriffs 
11, the Obstruction Arrest Tracker, the P'lE Trade,r, the Community Eng,agement Tracker, the DDWS logs, and the, 
PRMS. 
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c. Accountability in Other SA Sections 

Management Accountability requirements of the SA are far broader than just those identified in 
this Accountability section. In fact, they permeate every aspect of the SA. Each provision of the 
SA has several steps required to reach full compliance, one of which is that the Department 
adapts its Accountability systems as they relate to each SA section so that the implementation 
and impact of these changes are tracked, assessed, and corrected as necessary. This includes 
deputies being held accountable for properly incorporating policy and training into their daily 
practices and station supervisors, commanders, and Department managers being held 
accountable for tracking personnel performance and establishing whether changes are having 
their intended effect. 

The Quarterly Review process addresses many but not all Accountability structures. Each of the 
individual sections of the SA contain their own Accountability processes that will be assessed as 
part of MT reviews specifically for each of those sections. As compliance within those sections is 
reached, the MT will also review these processes from a systemic level to ensure overarching 
Accountability structures are in place. One such issue, discussed in this report, is the shortage of 
staff at the AV stations and how it has slowed progress on several sections of the SA, including 
Stops, Complaints, and uses of force. Another example is the delay in finalizing the Employee 
Quarterly Review. These are management issues that the Department has indicated are being 
addressed but, until they aret the impact on progress toward compliance will continue. 

3. Next Steps 

The Quarterly Review process provides the framework for conducting and documenting the 
systematic review of Accountability processes for both the Department and the MT. Meetings 
with the stations and MT have been scheduled for early in the next reporting period to begin a 
formal review of the sufficiency and effectiveness of the Quarterly Review process in meeting the 
requirements for Accountability as required in paragraphs 141-145. This review will be designed 
to not only assess the availability and accuracy of data and information, but also how the 
information is accessed, evaluated, acted upon, and documented by managers and how the 
quarterly report fits into other aspects of LASD's Accountability systems. The assessments will 
include reviewing the Quarterly Review, the information contained therein, and the 
commanders' (the station commander and the NPD commander chief) review and actions taken 
in response to the information provided in each report. 28 The MT compliance assessments will 
include data validity reviews of the databases and information sources used to populate the 
Quarterly Reviews in order to assess the accuracy of the information used to prepare the 
reports. The MT will be particularly interested in and focus on the qualitative assessment of 
outcomes related to actions taken to address performance deficiencies and trends identified 
through this process. More broadly, now that the compliance metrics to use have been agreed 
upon, the MT will review and assess how the various Accountability requirements within other 
sections of the SA work independently, as well as jointly, to provide a gapless system of 
documented review and oversight of all Antelope Valley Station activities. 

28 The first Quarterly Report is due to the Compliance Unit 30 days following the end of the quarter being evaluated, 
which will be January 30, 2020. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

This report on the status of the implementation of the SA describes the progress the Monitors 
have observed to date, the state of the activities underway, and those areas that the Monitors 
believe require continuing attention and greater effort for LASO to ultimately achieve full 
compliance with the SA. As noted throughout this report, while the Department continues to 
niake progress, there are several thematic roadblocks to compliance. Chief among those is the 
lack of attention and investment in achieving the goals of the SA on the part of the highest 
levels of the Department. Ongoing transitions at the level of chief of the NPD and above impair 
the progress of SA requirements (e.g., complaints policies and accompanying manuals, use-of
force policies, and the incorporation of community-oriented policing). The day-to day-work of 
the stations that is required under the SA is made infinitely more difficult with inadequate 
staffing at the deputy and sergeant levels. There are not enough sergeants to provide adequate 
levels of supervision, training, and support for AV deputies. And most importantly, inadequate 
staffing levels are directly related to the difficultly in shifting from a reactive policing strategy to 
one that is proactive, involves the community as partners, and is based on data and best 
practices. 

There are increasing calls from the citizens of Los Angeles County for improved Accountability 
within LASD and investment in the relationships between the department and all citizens. As 
discussed throughout this report and prior reports, relationships with various constituencies, the 
Department's community engagement efforts, and community policing strategy are among 
those areas requiring greater attention and sustained commitment by both the Department and 
the community. The Monitors look forward to the Sheriff prioritizing such needed engagement 
in the AV. 

Similarly, as the Sheriff has promised and the SA requires, continuous improvements in both 
organizational transparency and Accountability practices are essential if the expectations and 
intended outcomes of the SA are to be achieved. This will require sustained rigor in pursuing the 
highest professional standards and performance by Department staff in carrying out their 
responsibilities related to the investigation of force, the documentation and investigation of 
public complaints, the effective use of data to identify problematic as well as exemplary 
behaviors by deputies and command staff, and other areas. 

The Monitors would like to thank the compliance unit for their continued investment in the 
required reform efforts. We also note the increasing investment from the station captains and 
their willingness to have candid and sometimes difficult conversations. This kind of 
communication and troubleshooting will be essential to the Parties and Monitors working 
together to support the reform efforts in the Antelope Valley. 
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Appendix A 

The Monitoring Team 
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The, court-appoi 1nted Monitors - Dr. Angiie Wol f and Joseph Brann- have assembl1ed an 
expe ri enced team with credentials , and skills uniquely suited to the SA work. The membership of 

the MT was finalize .d in March 2016. The, two Monitors and seven team members have extensive 
experti 1se, and expe rience· in monitoring and evaluation work in policing and correcti ions. 

Additionally, most of the MT members have served in law enforcement or continue to have 
distinguished careers in this fielld, several! in the Los Angele ·s area. Several have served in 

leadership positions in la1w enforcement or corrections agencies during the imp leme,ntation of 
the compli 1ance period of a settl lement ag1reement or consent decree and therefore understand 
the unique challenges that large. organizations face in those circumstances. The MT members 
a1lso have experti1se in dealling with the diverse issues addressed in the SA, such as those related 
to use of force, traiining, the FHA, Data Collection and Analysis, survey methods, and the 

comple ·xiities of community engagiement. 

This canstellatio 1n of team members was assembled to support the Monitors' ph ilosophy of 

collaborative reform; i1t is using the principles of evaluation and technical 1 assistance to provide 
an actionable assessment of LASD's progiress toward implementation of the SA. 
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A.ppendix B 

Antel!o,pe Valley Monitoring Website 
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This website allows AV community members to learn more about the SA, the backgrounds of 
MT members ,, aind the monitoring 1 activities; , access documents related to the moni rtoring work, 
incliUding each semi-annual repo ,rt; follow links to LASD's homepage and other relevant 
websites; and-importantly - submit questions and comments directly to the MT. 

The website's URl is antelopeva lleysett lementmonitoring.info 
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Appendix C 

How the Parties and Monitoring Team Work 
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To complete the work of the SA, the Parties {US DOJ, LASO, and the County of Los Ange les) and 
the MT are in daily communication thmugh a variety of means. In each six-month period, the , 

Parties and MT holld multip le meetings at lASD headquarters; the offices of the Compliance 
Unit; other administrative offices; Palmdale and Lancaster stations; and various community 
centers , schoo ls, and places of wo,rship in the AV. The MT periodica lly meets in person with the 
captains of both AV stations and their staff and participates in multip e ons·te, meetings with 
lASD's Compliance Unit, usually regiarding specific issues such as policy or protocol review or 

data system discussion. The MIT also ho lds meetings with units or leadership from other 
operati iom that are critircal to this reform work, such as the AAB or the commander in charge of 

trainiingi. The Ml typically observes the semi-annual LASO risk management meeting and the 
CMF. Although some of these meetings and events are general in scope and pertain to several 

sections of the SA, most are related to spedftc sections or provisions of the SA. The, Parties and 

MT also participate in several small- and larger-group community meetings in Palmdale and 
Laincaister-often with the, CACs-where , various topics a.re discussed, such as the MT semi

annual ! reports, LASO and CAC community engagement reports, community perceptions about 
LASD and i1ts approach to polidngi 1 and other topics. 

In addition to in-pers,on meetings, , a variiety of conference calls take place each month along 

with daily email or telephone communication among representatives of the Parties and the MT. 
The MT and DOJ participate iin a bimonthly call to address substantive issues and p-lianning; a 
similar bimonthly calll invol lves the MT, DOJ,. and the Compliance Unit; and the MT and Parties, 
indudiing the Office of County Counsel and extended LASD command staff, participate i'n a 
monthly tel le.phone conference call to discuss workflow, future events and meetings, and other 

sal'ient topics. Severall times per yeart onsite meetings are held where most participants from the 

Parties and the MT spend several days tog 1ether doing intensive work on various topics. 

Videoconfe ,rencing is used whenever possilble when all are not able to be physica lly present in 

meetings. Documents are, shared extensively via email for the purposes of review and 

collaborative devel loipme,nt of the var ious pol icies and procedures, training curricul 1a, community 

engar9ement maiterial ls, a1udlits,, and other written elements of the SA. LASO shares departmental 

data in various formats with the MT via secure email and digital medta. 
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Appendix D 

Monitors' Note , on the Settlement Agreement, . 
Constitutional ! Policing, and Organizational Change 
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As noted in previous reports, the MT understands and remains mindful of the many complexities 
encountered when a large organization undlertaikes broad policy changes as well! as the 

challenges of impllementi1n9 such changes .. The Monitors also appreciate the considerations of 
LASD management in dealing with matters of this nature, such as whether the changes will be 
confined to the AV stations or affect the entire organizati ion; the !likelihood that other existing 
policies could be aiffecte,d and therefore need to be revised; that evolving "best practices" and 
legal considerations allso infllue,nce polkie ,s rellaited to use of force, video recordings,. and so on; 

and the m~ed in many instances to consu ~t wit h labor groups or legall resources before such 
policy c:hang1es can occur. Throughout the work to date, the Moniitors have found the Parties to 
be strongly commiitted to ensuriing that the requirements of the SA will not be weakened or 
overlooked becaiuse, of these considerat ions. Based on the ongoing co,lllaboration amongi the , 

Parties, the MIT believes the SA objectives can be achieved in a timely manner . 

Criticall to successfully implleme,nting and sustaining the SA reforms is a commitment to 

constitutional pollking pri1ndples. LASD(s abiliity to meet these re,sponsibillities is dependent on 
clear policies and effectirve trainingi. Onlly when prepared with suffide -nt training, and clarity about 
the purpose of the SA can deput ies dearly understand what the Department expects from them 
in their community interadions. Only then cain deputies honor Constitutional standards of 
policing. Department capacity is allso affected by the need to have sufficient Ac:countability 
systems in pllace to monitor and evarluarte employe.e performance and management oversight 
practices. 
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